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Student's truck bursts into flames
( ol Lfm K.wixwit
Up in smoke: A GVSU student's trut k was left in rough shape t
Student’s truck catches 
fire in lVVos parking 
ramp
Hi Davk Muller
GVL Stuff Writer
t he hood of a student's Ford 
F-350 pickup truck burst into 
flumes us the student was 
walking from the vehicle in the 
downtown put king tamp on leb 
3, said Kathy Ransom ot IVw 
Campus Security.
Pew Campus Security received 
a call at 2:17 p in. from an 
anonymous pet son who told 
them a vehicle was on tnv in the 
parking ramp. Ransom said, 
Seem U> stall immediately 
called 911. she said,
"I was here in the Ehcrhurd
('enter and literally ran over to 
the parking ramp, and the fire 
trucks were arriving 
immediately.” Ransom said. She 
added that while she was 
running toward the parking 
ramp she could see black smoke 
billowing from the building.
"The truck was fully engulfed 
in flames when I got there." 
Ransom said
The fire department had no 
double putting the fire out. 
Ransom said, but the student’s 
truck had to be towed from the 
parking ramp.
"It looked like it was in pretty 
rough shape," she said.
Another student, whose truck 
was parked next to the fire, 
could only wait patiently and 
watch his truck collect soot as 
the fire department sprayed 
down the flames, Ransom said.
She said none of the vehicles 
parked near the fire appeared to 
have been permanently 
damaged.
The people who parked on the 
first floor of the parking ramp 
had to exit from an emergency 
gate so that their cars wouldn’t 
roll over the fire hoses while the 
fire department extinguished the 
flames. Ransom said.
Ransom also said the fire 
occurred on the southeast corner 
of the first floor of the parking 
ramp near the pedestrian gate. 
As a result, she said the 
pedestrian access between the 
DeVos lot and the parking ramp 
was closed for about a half hour 
while people were re-routed to 
the north entrance of the parking 
ramp.
SEE FLAMES, A2
State of 
the State 
focuses 
on
economy
By AJ Colley
GVL Assistant Editor
Gov. Jennifer Granholm 
laid out her plan for the 
coming year — including 
the introduction of a new 
Merit Scholarship program 
— Tuesday night in 
Lansing during her State of 
the State address.
While the program 
wouldn’t affect current 
students of Grand Valley 
State University. the 
proposed program and 
Granholm’s other plans 
have experts wondering 
where the money is going 
to come from for her 
proposed programs.
Granhol m’s proposed 
Merit Scholarship program 
would give students a 
$4.1HX) incentive to attend 
at least a two-year post- 
high school program.
“The increase from 
$2.5(H) to S4.1HH) will be 
welcomed by many of our 
students,” said Mark 
Murray. GVSU president.
Students watching may 
have been wondering what 
might happen to the state 
budget, and how that might 
impact higher education 
funding.
"I’m very aware of the 
fiscal challenges facing the 
state." Murray said. 
“Relative to other 
priorities. I'm sure higher 
education will fare well, 
but 1 would be surprised if 
the state can avoid cutting 
higher education again."
Gregg Dimkoff, director 
of GVSU** Certified 
Financial Planning
program, said there are no 
easy solutions to the 
budget problem the state is 
facing.
When asked whether he 
thought higher education 
would face state budget 
cuts, Dimkoff said. "No. 
because that's one of her 
(Granholm’s| goals — to 
educate Michigan people.”
Dimkoff said the state 
can’t cut education funding 
and reach education goals, 
and thinks it's more likely 
the state will end up 
borrowing money.
Another issue Granholm 
raised during her speech 
was the encouragement of 
universities to allow 
"credit amnesty." or 
acknowledging old credits 
as valid for a degree This 
credit amnesty would, 
Granholm hopes,
encourage adults to return 
to school to complete their 
degrees.
Murray said the 
university will “look 
seriously” at Granholm s 
request, adding that 
although in some cases 
courses taken in the past 
are still relevant today, 
other areas of study like 
engineering could have 
changed more over the 
years.
“I think the goal is to he 
applauded and we will 
certainly give it a full effort 
to accommodate her 
request." Murray said.
While Granholm touched 
on a variety of issues in her
SEE STATE, A2
Coach offers wisdom
GVL / l*slyn Gilbert
Slipping out ol Holhttood. v wk 6 koo t .*>*•« K' a , <v'\\\Vxt I high vKxvl and college students Saturday alter men's and women's basketball games.
Coach Carter advised 
students to work hard 
and pursue a career
Rich McGoi yn
GVL Assistant Editor
Before a crowd of more than 
2.1HH) people in the Grand 
Valley Mate University 
Fieldhouse, Ken Carter spoke 
on the virtues of 
accountability, integrity, haul 
work and teamwork.
Carter is the coach of the 
Richmond High School 
basketball team in Richmond, 
Calif and is the title character 
of the film “Coach Carter.”
Cartel btcitei •> 
controversial figure in 1999 
w hen. after his team got off to 
a school best 16-0 start, he 
locked the doors to his team's 
gym when players' grades 
didn't meet his requirements
“Mv approach is very simple, 
I like to leave something in 
people's hands, something in 
then head and something in 
their heaits." Carter said before 
his speech, “I think that is the 
first step to change,"
In his speech. Carter stressed 
the importance of haul work 
and holding one's self 
accountable lie said doing 
more than is expected is how to 
get ahead m hte
"As people we must do more 
than we get paid for as an 
investment in our future," 
Cauet said "live only people 
who make money m the United 
States work at the i S Mint
I veivone else has to earn 
money,”
\ laige number of area high 
school students attended the 
speech as well as college 
students from all over the 
Midwest who atlet 
GYSU's Leadership Summit 
and Greek l eadership
Conference.
"I liked how he emphasized 
over-achieving and doing more 
than you get paid for and how 
he mixed his entrepreneurship 
with basketball," said Bryan 
K utter, a junior at GVSU.
(artel said 
students
shouldn't he 
willing to take 
just the first job 
out of school.
He said students 
should strive for 
a career, not a 
job. A J O B .
Caner said, 
meant Just Over 
Broke. Carter 
said young 
people should 
expect better, hut that they 
must also work toward it as 
well.
"Success is only six inches 
avvav.” Carter said, "it's the 
distance from this car to that
ear."
Brad Lundvick, a junior at 
GVSU. said he took the most 
out of what Carter had to say 
about the v irtue of teamwork.
"I'm an assistant coach in 
Jenison and I think that 
(teamwork! is 
what should be 
emphasized," 
Lundvick said.
Carter said 
every player he 
coaches needs 
to sign a 
contract at the 
start of the 
season. That 
contract. he 
said, states that 
when a player 
graduates, if he 
does not have a scholarship to 
college, that Carter would pay 
his way.
“I have yet to write a check."
SEE CARTER, A2
”As people we must do 
more than we get paid 
tor as an investment in 
our future.”
KEN CARTER
RIl HMOND HIGH SCHOOL 
BASKETBALL COACH
Senate funds India Arie for $55k
After much debate, 
Student Senate approves 
NSBF request
By Alan Ingram
CVl News Editw
After over two houtx of debate, 
the Grand Valiev Stale 
University Student Senate 
approved a $55,838 *0 revive 
request for the National Sovietv 
of Black Engineers to bring 
singer India Arte to campus later 
this year
The reserve request was the 
largest approved by Senate this 
year, but nor the larged ever, 
Jonathan Osborn, senate 
president, said A reserve request 
for about SlOb.lHO wax paxsod 
two years ago to bring a musical 
act to campus Black Eyed lYas 
came to GVSU in the tall ol 
2003.
"You could see it go back and
forth on whethei oi not people 
thought it was a good 
expenditure ot funds," he said 
Mi lenevei somebody's
asking tor a large piece of ihe
pie. vou have to think critically 
about u and analxte it from 
exerx direction ami nuke Mire 
(hat you are nuking the best
decision ”
Oxbom said he thought it was 
important to debate the issue in 
ordei for the senate to be fiscally 
responsible.
During the course of the 
debate, the amount of the reserve 
reouesi was changed from the 
full amount to zero dollars. A
motion was later made to 
reconsider a hasty decision. 
Following the failure of the 
second vote to cut the funding to 
zero dollars, the reserve request 
stood at the original amount of 
$55,838.50. The reserve request 
was approved with a vote of 18- 
10-6.
Osborn said he did not expect 
it to go from one extreme to the 
other. Slight cuts could have 
been expected, he said, hut not 
the full amount.
Brian Coleman, senator and 
president of NSBE. said he was 
not surprised at the lengthy 
debate about the reserve request.
"If you're a good senator, 
you're going to ask good 
questions," Coleman said. 
“You're going to debate. You’re 
going to want to know what’s 
going on and why something 
will cost so much money and 
why an organization needs so
SEE 55K, A2
Whenever JOOH'bOib i 
asking tor 3 large piece ot the 
pie. you have lo think 
cnlKaWy about H and anatyre 
it from exerv direction and 
make sure that you are making 
the best ikvtnon*
- IONATHAN OSBORN
President. StmWni vnate
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STATE
continued from page A1
address — her Merit 
Scholarship plan seems to have 
been one of the bigger issues.
“This is a good idea — we 
can’t have a stupid work force,” 
Dimkoff said, adding that 
education is the key to being 
competitive.
“She’s throwing the money at 
the problem — it’s a good first 
step,” he said.
Gleaves Whitney, director of 
the Hauenstein Center for 
Presidential Studies, takes a 
different approach to the issue.
“She is eager to draw the 
correlation between learning
more and earning more,” 
Whitney said.
Whitney said the big question 
is, “How does our state pay for 
these new Merit Scholarships?”
While Whitney said he thinks 
the program is a good idea, he 
doesn’t see where the money to 
pay for it will come from.
But while Granholm touched 
on higher education as a broader 
goal of achievement for 
Michigan residents, she didn’t 
address whether or not funding 
would be cut. This, Dimkoff 
said, is a good sign for students.
“She’s protecting, as much as 
she can, higher education,” he 
said.
However, Dimkoff also said he 
thinks Granholm’s goal of
doubling the college graduation 
rate in 10 years is unrealistic.
Whitney said education is a 
big concern for Granholm. 
evidenced by the amount she 
spoke about education during 
the address.
However, Granholm focused 
nearly all of the speech on the 
economy, which Whitney said 
impressed him.
“It was focused on the 
economy because that’s the 
number one problem Michigan 
faces,” Whitney said.
While Whitney said most State 
of the State addresses speak a lot 
about the economy, he said he’s 
never seen a Michigan State of 
the State address focus almost 
entirely on the economy, like
Tuesday night’s did.
Whitney also said Granholm 
will face difficulty passing 
legislation due to partisanship in 
Lansing.
But one aspect of the speech 
that stood out to Whitney the 
most, he said, was Granholm’s 
tribute to the troops at the 
beginning and end of the 
address.
“It was welcoming,” Whitney 
said, “to see a politician 
acknowledge that other people 
sacrifice more than politicians, 
other people serve at a higher 
level than politicians and that we 
need to be grateful to the troops 
... who have served our country 
in this war.”
55K
continued from page A1
much money.”
Even though he is part of both 
NSBE and Student Senate. 
Coleman said he acted in the role 
of a senator during the meeting, 
and said he professionally chose 
to abstain from the final vote.
“On Thursdays at 4:30, I’m a 
senator,” Coleman said. “I’m also 
president of Black Engineers, but 
at 4:30 Thursdays I’m a senator, 
and that’s what I’m supposed to 
do.” He added that he was on the 
speaker’s list during the debate, 
but debate ended before he could
speak.
The biggest argument, Osborn 
said, was whether the senate 
should spend that amount of 
money on one program, 
considering how much was left in 
the Student Life Fund.
A variety of people and 
organizations showed support for 
NSBE during public comment.
"The support was remarkable,” 
Coleman said.
Osborn added that many things 
were said that changed many 
people’s minds.
“I think that the students know 
they can come in and put 
pressure on the senate to say, ‘we 
want you to fund this, and this is
why we want you to fund this,’ 
and that is the student body 
holding the Student Senate 
responsible for their vote and 
how they spend the Student Life 
Fund,” Osborn said.
Coleman said NSBE wants to 
bring India Arie to campus 
because she is a cultural artist 
who talks about the 
empowerment of self.
"Part of our mission is bringing 
cultural diversity and positively 
impact communities,” he said. 
"She brings a very positive 
message.” He added that he 
hopes her visit would tie into a 
poetry competition the 
organization will hold in March.
NSBE is open to all ethnicities, 
Coleman said, adding that they 
do a lot of professional 
development behind the scenes 
for minorities on campus. He 
added that they do not want to 
bring India Arie to campus for 
publicity, but instead want to 
bring a “positive, cultural artist” 
to GVSU.
“The National Society of Black 
Engineers is just really wanting 
to put on a program for the 
students that we feel that 
everybody can benefit from no 
matter what your race or gender 
or anything like that,” Coleman 
said. “We just hope it turns out to 
be a good thing.”
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GV students using alcohol doesn't affect me . . .
\
Or does it ?
63% of the students who consumed 5+ drinks on five separate 
occasions in the past month have driven a car under the influence.
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Police beat
01/24/05 - 1/29/05
048-05: (Reassigned Number) Medical, Fieldhouse. Subject 
suffered possible dislocated shoulder. Allendale Fire and Rescue 
assisted at the scene. Subject refused transport. Subject is a 
student. Closed.
060-05: Medical, Padnos Hall. Subject suffered general
discomfort and dizziness due to unknown cause. Subject sought 
treatment at Campus Health Center. Subject is a student. Closed.
061-05: Medical, Robinson Living Center. Subject suffered severe 
stomach cramps and hot and cold flashes. Life EMS assisted at the 
scene. Subject refused treatment. Subject is a student. Closed.
062-05: Malicious Destruction of Property, Pew Living Center. 
GVSU employee reported damage to GVSU property. Report 
currently under investigation. Open.
063-05: Minor in Possession, North A Living Center. One cited, 
subject is a student. Closed.
064-05: Medical. Services Building. Subject suffered injury to 
knee due to fall. Life EMS assisted at the scene. Subject 
transported via Life EMS to Spectrum Downtown. Subject is an 
employee. Closed.
065-05: Medical, Pickard Living Center. Subject consumed 
excessive amount of alcohol. Allendale Fire and Rescue assisted at 
the scene. Subject refused treatment. Subject is a student. Closed.
066-05: Medical, AuSable Hall. Subject suffered injury to wrist 
due to fall. Subject refused treatment. Subject is an employee. 
Closed.
070-05: Larceny. Lot D. Victim reported unsecured personal 
property stolen. Report currently under investigation. Open.
071-05: Receiving and Concealing Stolen Property, Kirkhof 
Center. One cited. Warrant requested. Subject is not a student. 
Closed.
073-05: Larceny, Henry Hall. GVSU employee reported 
unsecured personal property stolen. Report currently under 
investigation. Open.
075-05: Minor in Possession, Lot D. Two cited, both are students. 
Closed.
077-05: Hit & Run. Lot G. Report taken for insurance purposes. 
Closed.
078-05: Medical. Kirkhof Center. Subject suffered laceration on 
lip due to fall. Subject refused treatment. Subject is a visitor. 
Closed.
FLAMES
continued from page A1
Ransom said she was not 
sure when 911 was first 
called, but that she was 
impressed with the fire 
department's response.
“It was pretty serious — it 
was a definite fire as opposed 
to sometimes vehicles are 
smoking and people say 
they’re on fire,” Ransom said. 
“But fortunately the Grand
Rapids Fire Department 
responded very quickly and 
extinguished the flames.”
Pew Campus Security did 
not release the name of the 
owner of the vehicle.
Although the cause of the 
fire is not known. Ransom 
said fire department personnel 
had speculated that an 
electrical problem in the 
vehicle may have been the 
reason.
CARTER
continued from page A1
Carter said.
“A lot of kids think the only 
way they can make a living is 
playing professional sports, 
and there’s less than 5,000 
professional jobs in all of 
professional sports,” Carter 
said. “And in one company 
like Microsoft they have over 
20,000 millionaires in that
one, single company.”
At one point in the speech. 
Carter asked everyone in 
attendance to stand up and 
raise their hands in the air. 
Then, with one hand over 
their hearts, he asked the 
crowd to turn 360 degrees.
“When this is over, I want 
you to say, ‘He made me raise 
my hands, touched my heart 
and turned me around,”’ 
Carter said.
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Nation
from AP news wire
cats In $2.57T bnriiat
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
President Bush proposed u $2.57 
trillion budget Monday thut 
would erase scores of programs 
and slice Medicaid, disubled 
housing and many more but still 
worsen federal deficits by $42 
billion over the next five years. 
In one of the most austere 
presidential budgets in years — 
one that faces precarious 
prospects in Congress — Bush 
would give nine of the 15 
Cabinet-level departments less 
money in 2006 than they are 
getting this year. Overall, he 
would cut non-security domestic 
spending — excluding 
automatically paid benefits like 
Medicare — by nearly I percent 
next year. Bush said it was the 
first such reduction proposed by 
the White House since President 
Reagan's day.
Isml. Palestinians to 
dnclara cease-fire
SHARM EL-SHEIK. Egypt 
(AP) — Israeli and Palestinian 
leaders said they will declare a 
formal end to more than four 
years of fighting during a 
summit Tuesday in this Egyptian 
resort — a breakthrough in 
Mideast peacemaking that comes 
after both sides also accepted 
invitations to meet separately 
with President Bush at the White 
House The cease-fire deal, 
finalized during last-minute 
preparations Monday on the eve 
of the summit, was the clearest 
indication yet of momentum 
follow ing Yasser Arafat's death, 
the election of a new Palestinian 
leader and a signal from the 
White House that it plans a 
renewed push for peace.
Shanley canvlctad of 
child rapa la Mats.
CAMBRIDGE, Mass (AP) - 
Defrocked priest Paul Shanley. 
the most notorious figure in the 
sex scandal that rocked the 
Boston Archdiocese, was 
convicted Monday of raping and 
fondling a boy at his Roman 
Catholic church during the 
1980s. The conviction on all four 
charges gives prosecutors a high- 
profile victory in their effort to 
bring pedophile priests to justice 
for decades of abuse at parishes 
around the country.
latargaatt strike at 
Iraal pellca: 30 dead
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) 
Insurgents struck Iraq's security 
forces Monday w ith suicide 
bombs and mortar tire, killing 
more than 30 people as violence 
escalated after last week’s 
election. First returns from the 
Sunni heartland confirmed many 
Sunnis stayed away from the 
polls, leaving the field to Shiite 
and Kurdish candidates. Election 
officials acknowledged 
thousands of people in the Mosul 
area who wanted to vote during 
the Jan. 30 balloting were unable 
to because of security. Fewer 
than a third of the planned 330 
polling centers in Mosul and the 
surrounding province managed 
to open on election day, officials 
said.
Bins, pct-wcll massages 
pear la far Papa
ROME (AP) - A 6-fool 
flower arrangement. Children’s 
letters. A harp made of 
matchsticks. From inmates at 
prisons he has visited to 
diplomats from one of the few 
countries he hasn't, an ailing 
Pope John Paul II is being 
flooded with get-well gifts. No 
letup in the flow of good w ishes 
was expected at the Gemelli 
Polyclinic, with the Vatican 
saying Monday that the pope 
would stay in the hospital at 
least a few more days as a 
precaution.
KarBlsbtlckPtmakss 
galas In Iragsttlag
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) - A 
Kurdish ticket pulled into second 
place ahead of U.S.-backed 
Prime Minister Ayad Allawi’s 
candidates in Iraq's national 
election after votes were released 
Monday from the Kurdish self- 
governing area of the north. 
Insurgents struck Iraq’s security 
forces with suicide bombs and 
mortar fire, tilling more than 30 
people. First election returns 
from the Sunni heartland 
confirmed on Monday that many 
Sunnis stayed away from ballot 
box. leaving the field to Shiite 
and Kurdish candidates. A 
Shiite-dominated ticket backed 
by the Shiite clergy leads among 
the 111 candidate lists, with a 
final tally of last week’s election 
for a 275-member National 
Assembly expected by week’s 
end.
NEWS GRAND VALLEY LANTHORNThursday, February 10, 2005
New Board members appointed
Kate Few Wolters and 
Noreen Myers have been 
recommended for 
appointment to GVSU s 
Board of Trustees
By Ajan Ingram
GVL Neics Editor
Michigan Gov. Jennifer 
Gmnholm recently appointed two 
new members to die Grand Valley 
State University BoluxI of Trustees 
after die terms of die previous two 
members expired.
Kate Pew Wolters and Noreen 
Myers will replace Karen Henry 
Stokes and John Kennedy, if the 
Michigim State Senate approves 
the appointments. Wolters is from 
Gram! Rapids. Mich, while Myers 
is from Lowell. Mich. Both women 
would serve eight-year terms that 
would expia* on Dec. 31.2012.
“Both Ms.
W' 'llu .iiivl \ I
M>ers
IHBpn' * ■ a 1 ■ ' k ■
\ fl1,1 i,|r -iii'i
miil? I bung | a
gHMt i.mgc <>t
professional ami 
I policy
Perspective to 
MMttrt I the bond,”
1------------------ 1 GVSU President
Mark Murray said of the 
appointments.
Wolters also holds positions on 
the Board of Directors of Steelco.se 
Inc. and is a board member for the 
Indian Trails Camp, the Grand 
Rapids Art Museum Foundation, 
the Michigan State University
Foundation. Disability Funders 
Network. Michigan Protection and 
Advocacy Service and Founders 
Trust Personal Bank. according to 
her biography on Steelca.se’s Web 
site. Her parents also founded the
Mary
U.'lvM I' A
puMk
mwj - I dik.on.ii I mul
& MB ot winch she is
M also
member.
IHIBf \
H# |||&|hIm'Iii Y,|mn.is
■ Cl College
Mym I Grand Rapids,
1-------——------- ' Wolters was also
appointed to the National Council 
on Disability in 1994. She has been 
vice chair on that council for eight 
of the nine years she has served.
Wolters and her late husband. 
Richard, formed the Kate and 
Richard Wolters Foundation in 
1997. The foundation provides 
grants to non-profit organizations 
that work with the arts, education, 
human services and people with 
disabilities.
Myers is an attorney and 
graduated from GVSU in 1972.
“I’m very pleased to have an 
alumna on the board.” Murray said. 
“I’m confident that she will be 
helpful in keeping us true to our 
core mission.”
Myers said she wanted to teach 
at a university after she graduated 
from GVSU, but was unable to 
since university teaching jobs were 
hard to find during that time. 
Instead, she decided to go to law 
school.
“Life sometimes interferes with 
our dreams, and I have found the 
practice of law to be challenging 
and rewarding,” she said. 
“However, I now believe that 
returning to a role in this 
intellectually stimulating university 
environment will satisfy a lingering 
personal ambition.”
Myers said she supports 
Granholm’s plan to double the 
number of college graduates in 
Michigan. She added that 
universities play an important role
in "the implementation of a 
meaningful equality of opportunity 
in a liberal, democratic society.”
The governor makes the 
appointments to the Board of 
Trustees for most of the public 
universities in the state, with the 
exception of the University of 
Michigan, Wayne State University 
and Michigan State University, 
Murray said. Their Board of 
Trustees are chosen by the 
electorate.
The Board of Trustees at some 
private universities makes its own 
appointments to their board, 
Murray added.
Murray said Wolters will begin 
on the finance committee and 
Myers will serve on the academic- 
affairs committee. He added, 
however, that they will probably be 
assigned to other committees in the 
future because of the length of their 
terms.
Sudan war displayed, discussed
CVL / Courtesy of Ryan Spencer Reed
A picture's worth 1,000 words: The works of photnjoumalist R\an Spencer Rood, like the photograph shown above, were presented Feb. 3 while Reed spoke on the civil war in Sudan.
Rood showcased 
photographs and spoke 
about the current 
conflict in Sudan
By Mandy Allen
GVL Staff Writer
For nearly 22 years, the 
country of Sudan in Fast Africa 
has endured a brutal civil war. 
On Thm sda\. Feb. 3, GVSU 
hosted photojournalist Ryan 
Spencer Reed to show his 
presentation of the battle in 
Sudan between the North and 
South.
Reed said he went to Sudan 
because he wanted to show 
Americans the pain people 
there were enduring, in order to
encourage Americans to help 
the Sudanese people. "Simple 
statistics aren’t enough." he 
said.
Reed documented the effects 
of issues related to oil. racism 
and religion on the inhabitants 
of Sudan through a photo 
presentation. It consisted of 
about 70 pictures of the 
suffering of the Sudanese.
Reed acquired his 
photographs during eight 
weeks of travel in Sudan. Each 
time he visited the country. 
Reed said he entered it 
illegally. He also spent seven 
weeks in neighboring 
countries, including Chad.
Reed told the audience of one 
of his experiences in Sudan, 
using it as a metaphor for the 
conflict in Sudan. During one
of his stays, he was hosted by a 
Catholic priest. While talking 
to the priest and other locals, a 
person noticed 
cockroaches in 
one of the 
adjoining 
rooms. Reed 
volunteered to 
exterminate the 
insects.
“They were in 
my space." he 
said and applied 
it as a metaphor 
to the civil war 
in Sudan. To the 
Arabs, the black 
Africans were 
the cockroaches, who were in 
their “space.”
Reed said the population of 
Sudan is 37.5 percent Arab.
"Going there made it 
real. Going there made 
it human."
RYAN SPENCER 
REED
PHOTOJOURNALIST
According to the CIA Factbook 
Web site. 52 percent is black.
Geographically, Sudan is 
Africa’s largest 
country. The 
war between the 
North and the 
South is
considered the 
longest running 
civil war.
lasting from 
roughly 1956 
until present 
day. Since 1983,
2.5 million 
people have 
been killed, and
4.5 million 
people have been displaced by 
war.
One of those people 
displaced by the civil war
attended Reed's presentation, 
and Reed encouraged him to 
tell his tale.
Mackoy, one of the “Lost 
Boys,” said he was driven from 
his home at a young age. He 
said he traveled to refugee 
camps in Kenya before 
journeying to America to 
escape the fear of the civil war.
“There is no one left for us 
except the U.S..” Mackoy said.
In 2001. the United States 
government agreed to allow 
3.600 “Lost Boys" to begin 
new lives in America. West 
Michigan hosts some of these 
boys and girls, and Mackoy is 
one of them.
Reed encouraged the 
audience to get involved and
SEE SUDAN, A5
Senate takes neutral stance on Taco Bell
A senate subcommittee 
finds information about 
Immokalee, Fla. lacks 
validity from either side
By AJ Colley
GVL Assistant Editor
Grand Valley State 
University’s Student Senate 
has made a final decision 
regarding the Boot the Bell 
campaign — it will take a 
neutral stance, not pushing for 
or against the removal of Taco 
Bell from GVSU's Allendale 
Campus.
A subcommittee of the senate 
met Jan. 28 to discuss 
information that had been 
received from both sides of the 
issue. Each response explained 
how the situation in 
Immokalee. Fla. was being 
handled by both parlies.
The validity of the 
information, however, could 
not be determined, said Student 
Senate President Jonathan 
Osborn.
“We received, in some 
instances, two different sides 
of information.” Osborn said. 
“One side said ‘we’ve done 
this’ and the other side said 
‘they haven’t done this’ and we 
have no information outside of 
that to back that up. so it's one 
person versus the other.’’
As a result, the committee 
determined it couldn’t decide 
whether or not the information 
was valid.
Osborn said both sides talked 
about and submitted the 
information as set out by the 
criteria in the* original 
resolution.
Unless someone submits a 
new, different resolution, the 
stance brings closure to the 
issue.
“If you are not part of the 
solution, you automatically 
become part of the problem." 
said Allison Kranz, an active 
participant in the Bool the Bell 
campaign for the past few 
years, in response to the 
neutral stance “Apathy has the 
potential to be more dangerous 
than ignorance."
Osborn said while the 
resolution states there is a 
problem in Immokalee. it also 
states certain criteria must be 
met to follow through with a 
push to remove Taco Bell from 
campus. The information put 
forth met the criteria, so, as a 
result, it confirms that there is 
a problem in Immokalee. but 
the committee did not think 
there was enough validity to 
the information to push for the 
removal of Taco Bell from 
GVSU
“There were people [on the 
subcommittee) who didn’t 
want to take a neutral stance, 
but there’s no way that we 
could take a positive or 
negative stance." Osborn said. 
“The only stance that we could 
take according to the way that 
the resolution was worded was 
a neutral stance.”
Wording of the original 
resolution, resolution F-04-04. 
made it difficult for the 
committee to have any stance 
other than neutral.
SEE TACO BELL, A5
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Living history: Brian Sewell acts in a slave trade from Black in Time, a performance depicting famous scenes from black 
history, held on Monday.
'Black in Time' 
replays history 
for students
Program sponsored by 
multiple groups was part 
of GVSU’s celebration of 
Black History Month.
by Jessica Russell
GVL Staff Writer
Seeing the lights, hearing the 
songs and listening to the 
stories are just a part of 
understanding the experiences 
captured in the program “Black 
in Time,” which took place 
Monday in Kirkhof Center’s 
Pere Marquette Room.
In a nearly-filled room, 
members of Positive Influence. 
Student Senate and the 
Residence Housing Association 
performed different scenes that 
have taken place throughout 
history in association with 
Black History Month.
“I was very pleased with the 
turnout." said Dominique 
Crosby, president of Positive 
Influence. “This was our first 
big black issue program and we 
had 100 or so people turn out.”
The scenes of “Black in 
Time” incorporated a slave 
auction, slaves in a field, 
sharecroppers. Brown v. Board 
of Education and the Little 
Rock Nine.
The audience was given the 
opportunity to sit back and 
watch the performance as 
history unfolded in front of its 
eyes.
Scene by scene, the story 
changed, but every scene was 
shown in order to share 
emotions felt by people 
throughout history and to teach 
the audience about the 
historical struggle of the 
African American community 
for equality. Each scene was 
designed to make those 
watching feel as if they were at 
different points in history as the 
various events took place.
"1 had hoped that the show 
would create an emotional 
impact.” Crosby said. “1 
wanted them |the audience] to
“The more we make a 
ruckus about it [equal 
rights], the sooner it will 
change.”
BUNMI FADASE
C.VSU FRESHMAN
come out with a sense of 
history. Next year, we plan on 
doing a similar event."
Bunmi Fadase. a freshman at 
GVSU. said “We celebrate 
Black History Month so that 
everyone can be reminded of 
the struggles of African 
Americans. The more we make 
a ruckus about it (equal rights|.
the sooner it will change.”
Amber Welling, also a 
freshman at GVSU. said “I 
learned a lot about the 
historical significance of many 
events dealing with African 
Americans in America from 
going to Black in Time. I mean, 
we have all heard about slaves 
and equal rights since we were 
little, but it’s different to see 
these events taking place in 
front of us."
Crosby said. “Throughout 
this program, I learned that it 
you work really hard for a good 
cause, all of the hard work will 
pay off in a good way.’’
At the conclusion of “Black 
in Time,” each of the characters 
was introduced to the audience, 
and time was given for any 
questions to be asked.
Staff from the GVSU 
Counseling and Career 
Development Center also 
offered their services after the 
performance, inviting anyone 
who wanted to talk about any 
emotions that were stirred up 
during the performance to visit 
the Counseling Center.
“Black in Time" took place 
Monday from 7 to 8 p m.
Positive Influence is a 
minority-based organization. 
Its purpose is to promote 
“positivity" and diversity on 
campus and offers students an 
opportunity to show that 
minorities can and will make a 
difference, according to the 
group’s Web site.
' The Vagina Monologues' set to educate 
and entertain, benefit local charities
‘The Vagina Monologues’ 
will run at GVSU on Feb 
11, 12, and 14 to raise 
awareness about crimes 
against women
by Maribeth Holtz
GVL Laker Life Editor
Eyes grew wide as Jen Moore 
put up publicity posters for the 
annual production of “The Vagina 
Monologues.” She said people 
asked her if it’s even allowed to 
post the word “vagina" in public.
“It’s not something to be scared 
of,” Moore, co-producer of the 
play, said.
Moore said perceptions of the 
word is the very point of why the 
play is performed at GVSU. She 
said organizers hope people will 
be able to understand the word 
and what it means to be a woman.
Moore said “The Vagina 
Monologues" is a look at what it 
is like to be a woman in cultures 
across the world and shows 
women of all ages, shapes, types 
and sizes. It is at times funny and 
is ultimately about awareness and 
education.
“The Vagina Monologues.” 
showing Feb. 11, 12 and 14. is a 
benefit play that’s part of a world­
wide movement called “V-Day" 
to end violence against women.
V-Day began in 1998 as an 
outgrowth of Eve Ensler’s play 
“The Vagina Monologues.” 
Ensler originally presented the 
play as a one-woman show, 
displaying what it is to be a 
woman across the world. 
According to VDay.org. as Ensler 
traveled and performed, hundreds 
of women told her their stories of 
rape, incest, domestic battery and 
genital mutilation. She saw first­
hand the consequences that 
violence against women has for 
women around the world.
From there. Ensler founded V- 
Day. held every Valentine’s Day. 
to raise money to end violence 
against women through groups 
around the world by presenting 
"The Vagina Monologues.” In 
2(XW. over 2.(XX) V-Day benefit 
events were presented by 
volunteers around the world.
“The Vagina Monologues” has 
been presented by GVSU 
students for the last four years, 
each time sponsored by the 
Women’s Center.
Moore said each performance 
of “The Vagina Monologues” 
across the world raises money for 
local women's’ issues charities. 
The proceeds from the 
performances of GVSU’s group 
will go to Women of Iraq. Center 
for Women in Transitions of 
Holland, the Grand Rapids 
YWCA, the Sexual Assault Nurse 
Examiner Program and the
GVSU Women’s Center. Moore 
said the GVSU group raised 
$13,000 in their sold-out 
performances of “The Vagina 
Monologues" last year.
“All proceeds go to local 
nonprofits to stop violence 
against women," Moore said. “It’s 
really basically giving a voice to 
women.”
Jaime Sheppard, the other co­
producer of the play, said "It is a 
wonderfully moving and 
evocative production that both 
blatantly and discreetly addresses 
‘behind closed doors’ issues like 
domestic violence, rape and a 
woman’s sexuality.”
Forty-five actresses are 
involved in GVSU’s production, 
but Moore emphasized that the 
play is not just for women and 
that anyone should feel welcome 
to come. She said there are even 
male directors and men on the 
planning committee.
“We’re just trying to make it an 
experience for everyone.” Moore 
said.
She said with all of the proceeds 
benefiting local charities, the 
production is a win/win situation.
“It’s a fun experience, a fun 
night, a great entertainment 
experience,” Moore said. “I’m 
hoping that people are able to 
open their minds and laugh with 
it."
She said she hopes that as a 
result of seeing the play, members
Courtesy of fan Moore
Benefit performance: Memtx'rs of last year's Vagina Monologues cast (X'rtormod to sold-out audiences, raising about 
$ 13,000 for women's charities
of the audience can better 
understand women’s issues and 
push forward, making progress to 
end violence against women.
Sheppard agreed, saying “I 
hope it makes people realize that 
just by being in their seats, they 
are making a difference. I hope it 
makes them want to do more than
sit in their seats. 1 hope people 
feel more open about domestic 
violence. rape, oppression, 
healthy sexuality and that while a 
woman is her vagina, she is so 
much more.”
“The Vagina Monologues" will 
show on Feb. 11 and 12 at 8 p.m. 
at Fountain Street Church in
Grand Rapids and on Feb. 14 at 8 
p.m. at Allendale’s Louis 
Armstrong Theater. Tickets are $8 
for students and $16 for adults 
and can be purchased in advance 
at the 2020 desk in Kirkhof 
Center or through Star Tickets 
Plus.
Student leader recognized for his contributions
Junior Eric Rothney 
recognized as an ‘I Am 
Grand Valley’ Leader for 
what he does for GVSU
by Maribeth Holtz
GVL Laker Life Editor
For Eric Rothney. a Grand 
Valley State University junior 
going into elementary education, 
being involved at GVSU and 
being on the go every day from 8 
a.m. to 10 p.m. is worth it.
“Some people go to college to 
go to class or to party.” Rothney 
said. “When you look back on it. 
you’ll think about what you’ve 
done.”
He said he’s glad that he’s 
chosen to be involved in 
organizations at and outside of 
GVSU because through this 
participation, he has built 
friendships and made the most
of his college 
experience.
Rothney’s 
dedication to 
the GVSU 
community led 
him to be 
recognized as 
an I Am Grand 
Valley Leader. 
About 20 
students who 
were nominated for the “I Am 
Grand Valley” Leader award 
will be recognized this semester 
for their commitment to GVSU.
Roberta Payne, president of 
Omicron Delta Kappa. GVSU’s 
leadership society and an 
organizer for the “I Am Grand 
Valley” award program, said 
originally only four awards 
were going to be given out. 
chosen by the society from 
nominations received earlier 
this semester. But when looking 
through the awards, the 
society’s members collectively
decided to honor all of the 
nominees because each deserves 
the award.
Students recognized are 
involved on campus, excel 
academically, start new 
programs and are influential in 
the campus community.
Rothney is the president of 
American Humanics Student 
Association, director’s assistant 
at the Office of Student Life, a 
chair on the Student Council for 
Exceptional Children and is on 
intramural basketball, soccer 
and volleyball teams. Rothney’s 
off-campus activities include 
YMCA after school programs, 
coaching eighth grade basketball 
at Hall Elementary School, 
tutoring and working as a youth 
advisor for his hometown 
church’s senior high school 
fellowship. During his summers. 
Rothney has helped out at 
church camps and summer 
school programs for children.
Rothney said being involved
has given him opportunities to 
network, build friendships and 
have opportunities he wouldn’t 
otherwise have had. Through 
American Humanics. Rothney 
enjoys helping out his peers by 
setting them up with internships.
He said, in general, it’s good 
for students to be involved on 
campus. Although some people 
may not want to be as involved 
as he is. he said, students should 
become involved in programs to 
get the most out of their college 
experience. He said if he wasn’t 
involved, he wouldn’t know how 
different his life would be.
“1 don’t know what I’d do with 
my time.” Rothney said. "It just 
seems like I’d be a lot lonelier."
Rothney, who grew up in 
Battle Creek, attended Michigan 
State University his first 
semester of college and 
transferred to GVSU because 
MSU was "too big." He said 
GVSU fits him perfectly. He 
decided to go into elementary
education the summer before his 
sophomore year because he 
liked working with kids in 
summer programs, he said.
“I just love kids." Rothney 
said. “I just feed off their 
energy."
Through working with 
innercity children, including 
some who have been affected by 
gangs. Rothney said he feels 
good by giving them the 
attention they need. When he 
and others who volunteer with 
children left for the semester 
break. Rothney said, "some of 
them cried because they 
wouldn't get that attention for 
two weeks."
A couple of years ago, 
Rothney said, he experienced 
some personal difficulties and 
found he could get away from it 
by working with children.
"When I started working with 
kids more, it helped me get away 
from all of that." he said.
Payne nominated Rothney for
the award because of his 
constant day-in, day-out 
dedication to the GVSU 
community.
“He cares so. so much about 
the community, and I think that’s 
really important.” Payne said.
Some students get constant 
recognition for the work they do, 
Payne said, but others, like 
Rothney. don’t get that 
recognition even though they do 
the same or more behind the 
scenes to improve GVSU.
“People can learn by his 
example.” she said.
Rothney said when he heard 
he was nominated for the award 
he was embarrassed because he 
doesn’t like to get the attention 
and that he doesn't like big 
titles.
Payne said recognizing 
student leaders for the 
contributions they make is “a 
great way to let people realize 
they differences they make in 
the community."
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Wild ride
GVL I Nikki Runciman
Taming the bronco: Miss Rodeo Michigan, Katie Sharp, a GVSU sophomore pre- 
veterinary major, rides the automated bull during the country and western-themed 
Laker Late Night this past Friday evening in Kirkhof Center.
Measure for Measure
offers friendship, 
support for women
Organization provides 
what counselors can’t to 
women struggling with 
depression, eating 
disorders
By Maribeth Holtz
GVL Laker Life Editor
Counselors are
knowledgeable in helping
people who have struggled with 
eating disorders or depression, 
but sophomore Megan 
Hirtreiter knew there are some 
things that counselors can not 
do. She knew that sometimes 
people who have a daily
struggle with these issues need 
a friend who has experienced 
the same things, too.
Knowing these things.
Hirtreiter. a sociology major, 
formed the new student
organization Measure For 
Measure as a way for students 
who have dealt with issues such 
as rape, eating disorders and 
depression to meet. Together, 
she said, they can express their 
emotions with friends who 
have experienced the same 
things.
Measure For Measure, though 
now a small support system, is 
planning an event called ”E3: 
Empowerment, Encouragement 
and Expression Day” to reach 
out to others who have 
struggled with these issues.
There are seven students in 
Measure For Measure and 
Hirtreiter said the biggest issue 
they deal with is eating 
disorders. She said strict 
confidentiality rules are 
enforced, and she said the 
group has made a strong bond 
because they help each other 
deal with their struggles.
“It’s not counseling,” 
Hirtreiter said. “It’s just an 
open place — kind ot like a 
group of women who sit around 
and chat ... This isn’t being 
diagnosed and treated. This is 
being with friends who 
understand."
She said group members have
dealt with crises mostly in the 
past and now need to talk about 
the daily struggles they face.
"That is something that’s 
there every day,” Hirtreiter 
said. “You’re going to wake up 
thinking about it, you're going 
to go to bed thinking about it ... 
[Measure For Measure is| a 
place to deal with those 
everyday issues that aren’t 
socially acceptable to deal with 
a lot."
Hirtreiter said Measure For 
Measure offers what counselors 
can’t offer: Friendship. “The 
second someone calls and says 
they're having a bad day. we ll 
say, ‘let’s go shopping and 
remedy that,”’ Hirtreiter said.
The group meets every 
Monday at 8 p.m. in the 
Women’s Center and Hirtreiter 
said anyone is welcome to 
come. She said she hopes the 
group will grow. “I know the 
seven of us on the roster aren’t 
the only ones of the 22.000 
people |at GVSU| who have 
issues.” Hirtreiter said.
“E3: Empowerment,
Encouragement and Expression 
Day” is being planned in 
collaboration with the 
Women's Center. the 
Counseling Center. Eyes Wide 
Open and Feminists for Life. 
The day is scheduled for April 
5 and is meant to educate the 
GVSU community about eating 
disorders and depression and to 
help people realize they are not 
alone if they are struggling 
with these issues.
Tentative plans for the day 
include an open forum, an art 
display, student speakers and a
discussion of depression by 
author Elizabeth Wurtzel.
Hirtreiter said Wurtzel was 
experienced at dealing with 
depression. “She’s had to deal 
with these issues every day,” 
Hirtreiter said. “She’s found 
through poetry and through 
writing that she can curb this.”
Callie Melton, another E3 
student organizer, said women 
will be the focus of the day. and 
the event will be a way to 
empower women from what 
she said is a digression from 
the women’s movement.
“We just don't have our own 
voice anymore,” Melton said.
Melton said society carries 
gender stereotypes of women 
being emotional, needy and 
incapable. Through the 
upcoming event, she said she 
hopes to change women's 
perception of self by not being 
pressured by society's 
expectations.
Hirtreiter said she wants to 
emphasize expression as the 
event’s main theme in order to 
show the benefits of a healthy 
expression of emotions to 
others. She said unhealthy 
means of expressing emotions 
can be what lead women to 
becoming depressed or 
developing an eating disorder.
“If a girl doesn’t have a way 
to express these emotions, she 
will make it a physical thing 
rather than an emotional thing," 
Hirtreiter said. "... If women 
don’t express these things, you 
aren’t going to get over them 
and recover from them. That’s 
what E3 is all about.”
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SUDAN
continued from page A3
help the people of Sudan, 
suggesting audience members 
notify newspapers that the 
coverage of the near genocide 
in Sudan is unsatisfactory and 
contact local congressional 
members.
Reed said he originally went
TACO BELL
continued from page A3
Kranz said. “When rules 
become an end in themselves, 
rather than a means to an end. 
an organization’s conduct 
takes on a ritualistic rather 
than rational character.”
Students involved in the 
Boot the Bell campaign will 
“definitely not” be happy 
about the senate’s decision to 
have a neutral stance, Osborn 
said.
“I think the Students Against 
Sweatshops won’t be satisfied 
until we don’t have Taco Bell 
on this campus,” Osborn 
added.
to college to become a doctor, 
but instead discovered the art 
of photography.
“I don’t love the camera,” 
Reed said, “1 love what it can
do
To pursue his desire to help 
people, he graduated from 
Calvin College in May 2002 
with plans to be a documentary 
photojournalist. He sold his car
He said he thinks that is 
Students Against Sweatshop’s 
right, as it is any individual’s 
right to be passionate about a 
topic and “work for the greater 
good.”
“Sometimes you can’t please 
everybody,” Osborn said.
“When ideals are ignored for 
the sake of upholding a status 
quo that is oppressive to some, 
the whole community suffers,” 
Kranz said.
The committee is now 
dissolved and will no longer 
be looking into the situation.
Students Against
Sweatshops was unable to be 
reached for comment.
to travel to East Africa to 
document the humanitarian 
crisis in Sudan.
He emphasized that 
witnessing the effects of the 
Sudanese civil war first hand 
was key to his understanding 
of the conflict in Sudan.
“Going there made it real,” 
Reed said, “going there made it 
human.”
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FCC, Nextel successfully communicate
AP/ WfOmi
No more interference: An unidentified man walks just a Nextel store on 
Geary Slrtvl in San ham ixeo Nextel Communk ations liu .ignssl Monday 
to a plan l»\ trxleral regulators aimed at ending the interference tr\»m Nextel 
cell phones that disrupts puhlii safety communication s\stems in hundresh 
oi communities
Agreement on plan to 
end cell phone 
interference with 
communication systems
By Genaro C. Armas
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Nextel Communications Inc. 
agreed Monday to a plan by 
federal regulators aimed at 
ending interference from Nextel 
cell phones that disrupts public 
safety communication systems 
in hundreds of communities.
The Federal Communications 
Commission will give Reston, 
Va.-based Nextel a new piece of 
broadcast spectrum in return for 
the company vacating other 
spectrum and paying to 
reconfigure the airwaves it 
currently occupies.
The agreement, valued at $4.8 
billion, is the end of a yearslong 
process aimed at eliminating 
cell phone interference that in 
some cases leaves police, fire 
and other emergency personnel 
unable to communicate.
There have been no reports 
that the interference caused
injuries or deaths, though public 
safety officials have said 
personnel are endangered 
whenever they respond to a call 
and cannot communicate.
“This has, indeed, been the 
most difficult, complex, and 
challenging issue I have faced in 
seven years at the commission,” 
said outgoing FCC Chairman 
Michael Powell. “It is gratifying 
on so many levels to see the plan 
coming to life.”
Powell was joined at a news 
conference by Nextel President 
Tim Donahue, who called the 
agreement “simply the right 
thing to do for First responders, 
homeland security and for 
Nextel.”
Donahue said the transition 
would begin immediately and 
should be completed in three 
years. The company’s planned 
merger with Sprint Corp. won’t 
affect the agreement.
Nextel says its customers 
won’t notice any changes or 
service disruptions.
Shares of Nextel declined 
nearly 2 percent, or 52 cents, to 
close Monday at $29.28 on the 
New York Stock Exchange.
Radios used by police, 
firefighters and other first
responders now broadcast on 
the same 800-megahertz 
spectrum as Nextel cell phones. 
In many cases. Nextel transmits 
cell phone calls on spectrum 
next to that used by emergency 
service personnel to dispatch 
calls.
So, for
example, if a 
radio dispatch is 
made at 850 
MHz near a 
Nextel cell 
tower
broadcasting at 
851 MHz, it can 
be drowned out.
The
agreement calls 
for Nextel to 
lose some 
spectrum in the 
800 band and 
bundle together its remaining 
spectrum in the band and move 
it further away from emergency 
service frequencies. Those 
frequencies will be relocated 
next to each other, which should 
dramatically reduce the 
likelihood of interference, FCC 
officials said.
“Command and control rely 
on effective communication and
interference was limiting our 
ability to do exactly that." said 
Bob DiPoli, president of the 
International Association of Fire 
Chiefs and also the fire chief in 
Needham, Mass. “The 
agreement allows for clear 
communications 
for first
responders."
Nextel will 
gain valuable 
new spectrum in 
the 1.9-gigahertz 
range, where 
other major 
wireless carriers 
operate.
The FCC 
valued the new 
spectrum at about 
$4.8 billion. 
Nextel must pay 
that amount but 
will get a $2 billion credit from 
the FCC for the spectrum it is 
returning.
Nextel is paying for technical 
costs associated with relocating 
public safety groups and 
clearing the airwaves in the 800 
band, and will also get a credit 
for those costs, which past 
estimates have placed at >1.3 
billion.
Rival cell phone company 
Verizon Wireless had protested 
the FCC plan, saying it amounts 
to a taxpayer giveaway to 
Nextel. Verizon wanted the 1.9 
GHz spectrum to be publicly 
auctioned and has said it would 
be willing to pay $5 billion.
But the two companies in 
November reached a legal
settlement m which Verizon 
Wireless dropped its opposition. 
In return, Nextel withdrew its 
claim of trademark rights for the 
phrase "Push l'o Talk" and the 
word “push” to describe the 
popular walkie-talkie service 
that Nextel introduced to cell 
phones and which Verizon and 
other rivals now offer.
“This has. indeed, been 
the most difficult, 
complex, and 
challenging issue I have 
faced in seven years at 
the commission.”
MICHAEL POWELL
FCC CHAIRMAN
71 days to
By Krystyna Rudzki
AP Sports
the record
LONDON (AP) - Ellen 
MacArthur has endured stormy 
seas, 65 mph winds, a broken 
sail, bums, bruises and 
exhaustion — even a close 
encounter with a whale. The 
payoff: a solo around-the-world 
sailing record.
The 28-year-old
Englishwoman completed the 
26.000-mile circumnavigation at 
5:29 p.m. EST on Monday by 
crossing an imaginary finish line 
between Ushant. France, and the 
Lizard peninsula in Cornwall on 
the south coast of England.
Her final time was 71 days, 14 
hours. 18 minutes and 33 
seconds, her control team said.
Her 75-foot trimaran B&Q 
broke the record set by Francis 
Joyon, who set the mark of 72 
days. 22 hours, 54 minutes and 
22 seconds, in February 2004.
MacArthur, 
who planned to 
come ashore in 
Falmouth later, 
where a large 
media group was 
waiting, told 
supporters she 
was physically 
and mentally 
exhausted.
“I can’t wait to 
get in. It’s been a 
very, very long 
trip and an 
exceptionally 
hard one,” she 
wrote on her Web site early 
Monday. “I’ll be glad to be 
crossing that finish line and 
finally feeling a little bit of 
relief.”
When she was done, 
MacArthur was congratulated by 
Prince Charles and British sailing 
great Sir Robin Knox-Johnston.
“We have all watched your 
progress with the greatest 
possible excitement over the last 
71 days ... the whole of the 
United Kingdom is, I know, 
delighted by your success," the 
prince said in a statement.
“Ellen has done superbly, it is 
an outstanding effort," said 65- 
year-old Knox-Johnston, who 
made history in 1969 when he 
became the first person to sail 
single-handedly around the 
world nonstop in 312 days.
“When Francis Joyon beat the 
record last year he took three 
weeks off the old time and that
was mammoth. Then I thought 
that record would stand for years 
and now Ellen has come in and 
broken it,” Knox-Johnston said.
MacArthur’s journey began 
Nov. 28. Since then, she has slept 
an average of 30 minutes at a 
time and four hours in any day. 
She has reheated freeze-dried 
meals on a single burner stove 
while living area measuring 5 
feet by 6 1/2 feet. Her water 
supply is desalinated from the 
sea.
She spent Christmas Day in a 
storm, but after crossing the 
halfway mark at Cape Horn on 
New Year’s Eve she built a four- 
day lead on the pace set by rival 
Francis Joyon. A week later, 
during the worst storms of 
MacArthur’s career, she badly 
burned her arm on a generator. 
MacArthur twice had to climb 
the 98-foot mast to repair 
mainsail damage.
“What I have done wrong to 
deserve this?” she 
wrote in an e- 
mail Jan. 20. 
“Everything we 
worked so hard 
for we are 
losing. It is so 
unfair. It has 
never been so 
hard.”
Struggling in 
bad weather, 
MacArthur fell a 
day behind 
Joyon. By late 
January, she was 
back in
contention after crossing the 
equator. Her 75-foot boat hit a 
large fish and nearly struck a 
whale, and then light winds 
threatened. A storm helped push 
her back in the lead.
The around-the-world record 
has been attempted only five 
times in a multihull, the fastest 
and most extreme class of boats 
on the ocean. Only one person 
has been successful — Joyon, 
who set the mark of 72 days, 22 
hours, 54 minutes and 22 
seconds, in February 2004.
Joyon, a Frenchman, set his 
record in a 90-feet trimaran, 
IDEC. He broke the record of 93 
days, 3 hours and 57 minutes set 
by Michel Desjoyeaux in the 
2000-01 around-the-world 
Vendee Globe race, which is 
contested by 60-foot monohulls.
MacArthur grew up in 
landlocked Derbyshire in 
northern England. Her love of the 
sea began when she went sailing
with her aunt in a dinghy at age 4. 
She then spent years reading 
about sailing while saving money 
from her school lunches to buy 
her own dinghy at 13. By 18. 
MacArthur had sailed solo 
around Britain, the steppingstone 
to competitive sailing.
In February 2001, MacArthur 
became the fastest woman and 
youngest person to sail alone
around the world. She finished 
second in the Vendee Globe race, 
taking just more than 94 days.
She was greeted in France by 
35.000 people lining the coast. 
British Prime Minister Tony 
Blair called to congratulate her 
and she finished second to 
English soccer star David 
Beckham in a. sports personality 
of the year award.
book
In 2(X)3 MacArthur failed in a 
bid to set the fastest nonstop 
circumnavigation of the globe 
\Nhen her mast broke in the 
Indian Ocean. Last June, shortly 
before embarking on her latest 
venture. MacArthur fell 75 
minutes short of a solo trans- 
Atlantic record.
Now a record of a different sort 
belongs to her.
AP 1*4
Catching a bree/e: British sailor Ellon Mac Arthur is soon aboard hor trimaran (. asKwanvi H A Q her rv» nd
the-world record attempt Monday off the French coast of the Isle of Ouessant, western Frans e Wm. Vthor «s to break the 
current 72-day, 22-hour, S4-minute and 22-second record set bv Francis lovon
“Everything we worked 
so hard for we are 
losing. It is so unfair. It 
has never been so hard.”
ELLEN
MACARTHUR
BRITISH SAILOR
Attack leaves journalists killed, wounded
Two journalists killed, 
two wounded in attack 
in Pakistani tribal 
region
By Paul Haven
Associated Press
ISLAMABAD. Pakistan (AP) 
— Gunmen fired into a small 
bus filled with journalists on 
their way back from covering 
the surrender of a suspected 
militant in a lawless tribal region 
Monday, killing two reporters 
and wounding two others, 
security officials said.
The journalists were on a road 
near Wan a. the mam town in 
South Waziristan. when their bus 
was overtaken by the assailants 
about 7:30 p.m., said Brig. 
Mahmood Shah, chief of
security for Pakistan’s tribal 
areas along the frontier with 
Afghanistan. The gunmen 
sprayed the bus with AK-47 
assault rifles, then fled, he said.
Killed were Mir Nawab, a 
freelance journalist who worked 
as a cameraman for Associated 
Press Television News and as a 
reporter for a local newspaper, 
and Allah Noor, a reporter for 
The Nation, an English- 
language Pakistani newspaper.
The wounded journalists were 
identified as Anwar Shakir, who 
works for Agence France- 
Presse. and Zardad Khan, a 
freelancer. Both were taken to a 
hospital in Wana. where Shakir 
was reported in stable condition 
with a back wound. Khan was 
less seriously injured.
Malik Hassan. another 
journalist, said there were at
least two attackers. He said the 
bus stopped when the shooting 
started and its occupants took 
shelter by a wall next to the road. 
The two slain journalists 
apparently died instantly on the 
bus, he said.
“They were 
shooting at us 
from just a yard 
away and they 
were trying to 
kill us. We were 
very scared.”
Hassan told The 
Associated Press.
He said he did 
not know who 
might have been 
behind the 
attack.
Nawab was not sent by APTN 
to cover the surrender ceremony, 
but he had worked extensively
with the TV news agency 
covering an 18-month 
crackdown by Pakistan's 
military in the region, which is 
considered a likely hiding spot 
for al-Qaida chief Osama bin 
Laden and his 
top aides.
Shah said 
militant
tribesmen were 
believed
responsible for 
the attack and 
authorities 
would question 
elders from the 
tribe m whose 
territory the 
attack was 
earned out.
“This was an act of sabotage 
These are elements that don't 
want peace in South Wa/instan
and the tribal regions." Shah 
said.
The journalists were coming 
back from a ceremony in 
Sararogha v illage. about 50 
miles northeast of Wana. that 
w as held to formalize a promise 
bv militant leader Baitullah 
Vlehsud to surrender and lay 
down his weapons in return for 
government amnesty
Mehsud had been on the run 
since October after he was 
accused of being behind attacks 
on security forces and leading a 
band of local and foreign 
extremists in South Wannstan
Standing before more than 
2.000 tribesmen. Mehsud ami 
about 35 supporters vhook hands 
w ith senior gov eminent 
administrators to make peace, 
local clenc Maulana Ainullah 
said
“They were shooting at 
us from just a yard away 
and they were trying to 
kill us. We were very 
scared"
MALIK HASSAN
JOURNALIST
Attorney 
claims 
clients 
abused by 
troops
Eleven detainees at 
Guantanamo contend 
they gave false 
confessions to halt 
abuse by U.S. troops
By Paisley Dodds
Asso iafo/ Press Writer
(AP) — Nearly a dozen 
detainees at the Guantanamo 
Bay prison camp contend they 
were wrongly imprisoned after 
repeated abuse by U.S troops in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan, 
including beatings with chains, 
electric shock and sodomy, their 
lawyer said Monday.
"These are classic stones of 
men who ended up in 
Guantanamo by mistake." 
charged attorney Tom Wilner. 
who represents 11 Kuwaiti 
prisoners held in the detention 
center at the U.S. Navy base in* 
eastern Cuba.
Most of his clients say they 
falsely confessed to belonging to 
Afghanistan's ousted Taliban 
regime or the al-Qaida terror 
network as a way to stop the 
abuse. Wilner said. He said one 
is too angry ov er his treatment to 
discuss details of his case, but all 
argue their detentions are 
unjustified.
Human rights groups and 
defense lawyers have long 
charged that some information 
used as the basis for 
incarcerations at Guantanamo 
Bay resulted from abuse or 
torture Many of the 545 
prisoners there have been held 
for more than three years, most 
without charge About 150 have 
been let go. but officials have 
not given explanations for their 
release
The government has denied 
using torture, but multiple 
investigations into abuse at 
detention camps in Afghanistan 
ansi Guantanamo are under w ay. 
It is not clear whether some of 
the men’s statements could be 
dismissed if investigators 
confirm there was abuse during 
interrogations.
Maj Michael Shavers, a 
Pentagon spokesman, said all 
"credible” abuse allegations are 
investigated, but he suggested 
the Kuwaitis' claims were 
consistent with al Qaida tactics 
to falsely allege abuse or 
mistreatment
“That these detainees are now 
making allegations of abuse 
seems to fit the standard 
operating procedure in al Qaida 
training manuals,” Shavers said 
in response to questions from 
The Associated Press about the 
Kuwaitis' accusations
Although most of II Kuwaitis 
say physical abuse stopped once 
they arrived at Guantanamo, all 
complain of mistreatment, such 
as being locked in cells with 
scant reading materials and lmle 
information on the outside 
world. Wilner said in a 
conference call from 
Washington to discuss recently 
declassified notes on his 
meetings with the detainees
”At Guantanamo, the physical 
abuse — at least for Kuw aibs —
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Pope will remain in the hospital
Top churchman 
addresses the 
resignation question
By Victor L. Simpson
Associated Press
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope 
John Paul II will remain 
hospitalized a few more days as 
a precaution, the Vatican said 
Monday, and the Holy See’s No. 
2 official for the first time 
publicly addressed the issue of a 
possible papal resignation.
Papal spokesman Joaquin 
Navarro-Valls said the 84-year- 
old pope, who he said was 
continuing to improve, had no 
fever, was eating regularly and 
has been sitting in a chair every 
day for several hours.
“His doctors have advised him 
to stay a few more days,” 
Navarro-Valls said, declining to 
set a date for the pope’s release.
Vatican Secretary of State 
Cardinal Angelo Sodano. asked
by a reporter Monday whether 
the pope has thought about 
resigning, responded: ‘‘Let’s 
leave this hypothesis up to the 
pope’s conscience.”
“If there is a man who loves 
the church more than anybody 
else, who is guided by the Holy 
Spirit, if there’s a man who has 
marvelous wisdom, that’s him. 
We must have great faith in the 
pope. He knows what to do,” 
said Sodano, the Vatican's No. 2 
official.
Vatican observers said that 
since Sodano had not closed the 
door on the issue and had 
responded to the question, it 
could mean top church officials 
were discussing such a possible 
scenario. Popes can resign but 
cannot be forced to do so.
A few minutes earlier, 
however, Sodano spoke of John 
Paul’s longevity in remarks 
dedicating a new Vatican 
bookstore.
“Pius IX was pope for 32 
years. Let’s pray that John Paul
AP / Plinio Lepri
Listening in: |ohn Paul II listens to Archbishop Leandro Sandri, left,
reading the pontiffs address to the faithful from a window of Rome's Agostino 
Gome 111 hospital Sunday. The 84-year-old pope was rushed to Gemelli tne night 
of Mi. 1 with breathing problems
passes this mark,” Sodano said, 
referring to the pontiff ahead of 
John Paul on the list of longest- 
serving popes.
“Let’s pray in this moment for 
a long life and for serenity for 
the Holy Father,” he said. “Let’s 
pray that Holy Spirit Consoler is 
at his side. The affection of the 
children of the church is the best 
medicine for him.”
The pope has been reading the 
newspapers, and Navarro-Valls 
quoted John Paul as saying he 
was doing so “just to follow in 
the papers the evolution of my 
health.”
John Paul’s 10-minute 
appearance at an open window 
Sunday gave the public its first 
glimpse of the pontiff since his 
hospitalization nearly a week 
ago for breathing problems and 
the flu rekindled questions about 
his ability to carry on.
The Vatican • said the next 
medical bulletin would be issued 
Thursday.
The pope, who has Parkinson’s 
disease and hip and knee 
ailments, was rushed to Rome’s 
Gemelli Polyclinic on Feb. 1. 
Vatican officials last week 
suggested his hospitalization 
might last about a week.
Asked if the pope would attend 
a previously scheduled service 
dedicated to the World Day of 
the Sick on Friday, Navarro- 
Valls said: “I can neither exclude 
nor confirm. It is the doctors 
who have the say. They are the 
ones who advised that the pope 
stay another few days.”
Navarro-Valls said the pope 
has received “hundreds, maybe 
even thousands” of get-well 
messages from other patients at 
the hospital, as well as from 
people elsewhere in Italy and 
around the world.
“Some of them are very 
moving, from people who open 
their hearts and lives to the 
pope,” he said. “Many people 
confide their sufferings to the 
pope.”
Among those who wrote to 
John Paul was a mother who 
sent a letter accompanied by a 
photo of her son, who she said 
was hospitalized at Gemelli’s
ABUSE
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has stopped, but there has 
been a switch to mental 
torture.” he said.
Wilner and other lawyers 
representing the Kuwaitis were 
allowed to interview the 
prisoners for the first time in 
December and January, after 
the Supreme Court ruled in 
June that foreigners detained 
as enemy combatants at 
Guantanamo could challenge 
their imprisonment. Wilner last 
visited his clients Jan. 10-13.
Lawyers are required to 
surrender attorney-client notes 
before leaving the U.S. base. 
The notes are sealed and sent 
to a secure facility in 
Arlington. Va.. where attorneys 
must request for them to be 
reviewed and unclassified. The 
lawyers must also get 
government permission to 
speak about their conversations 
w ith the detainees.
Some of Wilner’s clients 
range from a young man who is 
accused of being Osama bin 
Laden’s spiritual adviser to a 
low-level member of the 
Taliban. None has been 
charged.
One detainee, according to 
Wilner’s notes, said: “The 
American soldiers kept saying. 
‘Are you Taliban or are you al- 
Qaida?’ ‘Are you Taliban or al- 
Qaida!’ They kept hitting me. 
so eventually i said I was a 
member of the Taliban.” The 
detainees did not want to be 
identified by name.
Another Kuwaiti told Wilner 
he was held by U.S. troops in 
Afghanistan at bases in 
Bagram and Kandahar where 
he was hooded, tied with 
chains, hung by his wrists and 
stripped in front of female 
guards. He also said his 
interrogator forced him to sign 
a statement, but Wilner said the 
government has not provided 
him with any statement.
One Kuwaiti said he was sure 
he would be killed, Wilner’s 
notes said.
Another Kuwaiti described 
how he confessed after having 
metal paddles placed under his 
arms and shocked in 
Afghanistan. Another said he 
was beaten so badly his ribs 
were broken. Some said they 
were beaten with chains.
One said U.S. troops in 
Afghanistan pulled down his
pants and sodomized him with 
an object.
“One of the saddest things is 
these people looked up to 
Americans for liberating 
Kuwait in the ‘90s.” Wilner 
said. “A lot of them still can’t 
believe U.S. troops are doing 
this.”
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pediatric cancer ward near the 
pope’s suite for treatment of an 
abdominal tumor, Navarro-Valls 
said.
The pope reads some of the 
messages and "keeps everyone 
in his prayers,” he said.
John Paul concelebrates Mass 
every day in his room and has 
asked those who are caring for 
him to join him. Navarro-Valls 
added.
An Italian prisoner with a 
police escort visited the hospital 
Monday and left John Paul with 
two gifts made by fellow 
inmates: a harp crafted out of 
matchsticks and a wooden shoe.
On Sunday, the pope looked 
rested and alert in his hospital 
window as he gave the world its 
first glimpse of him since his 
hospitalization. Although he 
spoke with difficulty, a message 
read for him by an Argentine 
archbishop standing beside him 
seemed to respond to any doubts 
about the pope’s readiness to 
continue leading the Roman 
Catholic Church.
“In this hospital, in the middle 
of other sick people to w hom my 
affectionate thoughts go out. I 
can continue to serve the church 
and the whole of humanity,” the 
message said.
John Paul has been cutting 
back on his schedule in recent 
years and turning more of his 
speeches to aides to be read 
because of his difficulty 
speaking due to Parkinson’s. But 
until he came down with the flu 
a week ago, he has been in good 
form and recently confirmed he 
would visit Germany in August 
for a church youth festival.
The latest illness led him to 
cancel his First audiences in 16 
months, and the list of missed 
appearances is growing.
Sodano will meet with 
Secretary of State Condoleezza 
Rice on Tuesday, and American 
Cardinal James Stafford will 
lead an Ash Wednesday prayer 
service in the pope’s place.
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Keep it simple
As Grand Valley officials seek out a 
replacement for Javasphere, they should 
realize the value of atmosphere instead of 
purely watching the bottom line.
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CVL Comic / Kiri Smith
GVL SPEAK UP
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked eight community members:
N
ow that Javasphere, much like Afterwards Cafe before it, 
has closed its doors for good in the building across from 
the GVSU water tower, the university must carefully 
weigh the benefits of replacing smaller stores with bigger 
commercial conglomerates.
While it’s obvious that Grand Valley has to look out for the 
bottom line, there are other issues to consider.
Javasphere and Afterwards Cafe, while obviously not quite 
profitable enough to stay in business, served a unique niche in the 
GVSU community by providing an interesting mix of late hours, 
food, drinks, Internet access, a smoking section and always could be 
counted on for an interesting mix of music playing over the 
speakers.
The combination often saw students spending hours feeding 
caffeine addictions while scrambling to finish papers or just 
enjoying a mocha while chatting with friends.
The problem campus now faces is a dilemma of choosing between 
a restaurant that offers a different option than the traditional campus 
dining fare or selecting an option that is merely another campus-run 
coffee shop clone.
Money is always in the forefront of business decisions, but GVSU 
has the unique opportunity to truly look out for the students by 
finding a replacement that will not only bring in positive cash flow, 
but will also preserve what can easily be considered the last bastion 
of culture and character in a dining location in the GVSU vicinity. 
The options are endless when it comes to finding a replacement. 
Perhaps the most important aspect is to realize that it is important 
to provide an atmosphere, not just another food counter that 
provides the same coffee as the other shops on campus.
The thought of Papa John’s, while slightly tantalizing to the taste 
buds is, overall, repulsive. Installing a major corporate 
conglomerate like the aforementioned pizza place would remove all 
hope that the university will consider giving students more options 
when it comes to a different food service experience.
Students who say that it is not important to have a unique option 
must have never sat and enjoyed the experience a small coffee shop 
provides.
Realizing there are many factors in making this decision, the best 
bet for campus is to find a small restaurant that will provide good 
food, even better coffee, a good blend of slightly eclectic music and 
a friendly staff.
If campus can find a suitable replacement that will make money 
and serve the students in the best way possible, everyone will 
experience a win-win situation.
The university will make money that they need to continue 
running an effective business, and students won't be losing out on 
the only possible establishment left in the area to provide a unique 
atmosphere that will set it apart from the cookie-cutter places we’ve 
sadly grown accustomed to.
Now that Javasphere has closed, what should
take its placeP
7 want another coffee 
place because it was 
convenient. ”
"Starbucks. They have 
good coffee."
"Being a commuter 
student I don't venture 
off campus that much.1
"Panera. I just like the 
feel of the place and I 
like the food. "
Joe Johnston
Freshman
Physics
"Id like to see a pizza 
place that sells $5 
pizzas. ”
Blake Studt 
Sophomore 
Social Studies
Lisa Richardson 
Senior
Integrated Science
"I've heard a rumor of 
Papa John's. That 
wouldn't be too bad. ”
Breanna Rillema
Freshman
Nursing
Brian Far low
Sophomore
Pysics
"A restaurant. A good 
place to hang out. ”
Courtney Helmholdt
Freshman
Nursing
Mabon Hodges 
Sophomore 
Film and Video
"Foodplaces don't 
seem to be working 
there, I’d stay away 
from that. Maybe It'd 
be nice to get a place 
for students to hang 
out.”
Kyllie Myers 
Senior
Art Education
GVL STUDENT OPINION
TV static inconveniences GVSU
Brian Perry
writes for the 
GVL opinion. 
His views do 
not necessarily 
represent those 
of the
i newspaper.
After a long day (think eight 
hours) of driving, 1 got back down 
to Allendale around (S pm the 
night before classes started this 
semester. It was too early to think 
so I did what I love to do on a 
Sunday: I watched fixtfball. I 
turned on the TV to catch a little 
bit of the last playoff game of the 
weekend, the Packers versus the 
Vikings. I was already bummed 
out that the Packers were losing 
(Yoopers love the Packers) when 
it dawned on me that something 
else was amiss: channel 11 was 
extremely blurry. I thought it was 
just a blizzard ripping thnxigh 
Lambeau Field, but no. the
reception on my TV w as 
horrendous. I turned to channel 
12 and it was tine. Channel 10 
was fine. Every other channel on 
the stupid TV was fine. FOX was 
not. I asked my nximmates if 
they were having the same 
problem. They were. I couldn’t 
believe my ears but 1 could surely 
believe my eyes: their TVs were 
just as bad. Even the living room 
TV was fuzzy. But only on that 
one stupid channel.
I thought it must have been due 
to the weather or that maybe the 
cable employees were enjoying a 
vacation like ours. And then 1 
didn’t think of it for a whole 
week. But the next weekend 
when I tried to watch more NFC 
games on FOX I could only hear 
them and see a few fuzzy players.
I was getting quite annoyed but I 
didn’t know what to do about it. 
CBS had crystal clear reception, 
why couldn’t FOX do the same? 
In fact, I wouldn’t have cared if 
CBS was fuzzy. I hate the AFC. 
There aren’t any teams to mot for
in the AFC. The nearest AFC 
teams are in Ohio, and we all 
know about that state. The next 
weekend was the Conference 
Finals. I really wanted to see if 
the Philadelphia Eagles would 
break the NFL's version of The 
Curse, but the channel still wasn't 
fixed. I wasn’t too worried about 
it. I was just glad to know that the 
Super Bowl was on ABC.
How wrong I was. When I went 
to double-check the time of the 
game 1 noticed that the channel 
had apparently changed too.
(Could I have been wrong about 
the channel? That thought never 
crossed my mind.) The game was 
going to be broadcast on FOX! 1 
rushed to turn on my TV and 
found that, as usual, the channel 
was fuzzy. I went downstairs to 
the living room, to the TV we 
intended on watching, and found 
the same results. Somehow 
Charter Communications had let a 
fuzzy channel go without 
correction for more than four 
wteks. I called my sister in Laker
Village. She had the same 
problem. I called Charter’s 
Customer Service. No answer on 
Sundays. People all over campus. 
Campus West, and unknown 
regions of West Michigan were 
doomed to a crappy Super Bowl.
The story ended happily ever 
after for me. But many were not 
so lucky. Do the RAs in Laker 
Village not know about this?
Does Grand Valley State 
University not know about this? 
Obviously Charter 
Communications is clueless. 
They’ve gone four weeks without 
checking the quality of their 
product. I’ll call Customer 
Service again if I have to. But it’s 
too late now. The biggest sporting 
event of 2005 is gone. Someday 
I’d like to think Charter 
Communications will get 
everyone a clear FOX. Until then 
we’ll have to settle this the 
American way: I’m organizing a 
class action lawsuit. I nearly 
suffered emotional damages on 
Super Bowl Sunday.
“I have my hand in 35 cookie jars, 
and I don't have that many hands. ”
- Amy Larink
Student director, GVSU senior
GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand 
Valley I^anthom opinion page is to 
stimulate discussion and action on 
topics of interest to the Grand 
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
welcomes reader viewpoints and 
offers three vehicles of expression 
for reader opinions: letters to the 
editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
Letters must include the author’s 
name and be accompanied by 
current picture identification if 
dropped off in person. Letters will 
be checked by an employee of the 
Grand Valley I ^inthorn 
Letters appear as space permits 
each issue. The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to 
edit and condense letters and 
columns for length restrictions and 
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will 
not be held responsible for errors 
that appear in print as a result of 
transcribing handwritten letters or 
email typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually 
published but may be withheld for 
compelling reasons.
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved 
by nor necessarily represent those 
of the university, its Board of 
Trustees, officers, faculty and staff.
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GVL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
GV athletics should he 
ashamed
As a former athlete and 
alumnus of GVSU 1 was 
outraged to hear that 
Clarkston High volleyball 
player Stephanie Parkin, who 
is a Division 1 athlete and has 
been offered several 
scholarships to Big Ten 
schools and many others, 
planned to and was accepted 
to the pre-physical therapy 
program at GVSU. When she 
asked about the volleyball 
program she was told that 
there were no openings for 
her and was not even asked to 
tryout for the program. She is 
an academic 4.0 and will 
probably be going to the 
school on an academic 
scholarship. Because of the 
coach’s lack of interest, she 
will probably not play at all 
while at GVSU. These actions 
are unacceptable to the 
athletic program at GVSU and 
actually hurt the program and 
caliber of the player there. In 
addition, it hurt the recruiting 
aspect at my former high 
school, Clarkston High for all 
sports. This brings up the 
question why should future 
Clarkston athletes go to 
GVSU? I will leave it at this. 
This should open up some 
very big questions with the 
public, students/athletes, 
coaches, alumni. Athletic 
Director and president.
Jason Granlund
GVSU should recognize 
Holocaust survivors
On Jan. 27. 2005, world 
leaders from 30-plus 
countries, including the 
United States, met in 
Oswiecim, Poland to 
commemorate the 60-year 
anniversary of the liberation 
of the Auschwitz 
concentration camp. On that 
date in 1945, approximately 
7,000 survivors were 
liberated, while it is estimated 
that 1.5 million people had 
been exterminated there.
1 believe that the Grand 
Valley State University 
community missed a 
tremendous opportunity for 
education and reflection in 
not acknowledging this 
historic event. We are kidding 
ourselves if we believe that 
heinous acts of hatred and 
persecution are no longer 
happening in today’s society. 
As a global community, we 
have not yet learned the 
important lessons of the 
Holocaust, as demonstrated 
by subsequent genocide in 
places such as Cambodia, the 
former Yugoslavia and Iraq. 
Closer to home, the National 
Alliance, a Neo-Nazi hate 
group, recently distributed 
flyers throughout a number of 
local communities in an 
attempt to recruit new 
members.
The atrocities associated 
with the Holocaust and the 
opportunity to recognize the
anniversary of the liberation 
of Auschwitz is personally 
important to me becuuse my 
futher was imprisoned at the 
age of 16 and suffered for 
five years in concentration 
camps, including Auschwitz. 
At the time of my father’s 
liberation, ut 21 years of age, 
he should have been 
concerned about buying used 
textbooks, deciding on 
coursework and a fraternity 
selection. In reality, his was 
a life of labor and terror, 
filled with sights, sounds and 
smells that no human should 
ever have to endure. All of 
his relatives were killed, with 
the exception of a first 
cousin.
We will once again be given 
an opportunity for education 
and reflection on May 5.
2005, when Holocaust 
Remembrance Day will be 
recognized in Michigan. This 
day is intended to honor the 
memory of victims, the lives 
of survivors and the efforts of 
the rescuers and liberators. 
Education and dialogue are 
the best means to ensure that 
history does not repeat itself,
Steven Lipnicki
Coordinator, Pew Campus 
Student Services
Column should use a 
different source
As a GVSU alumnus, and an 
almost nine-year resident of 
the Austin area, 1 had to 
comment on the source
referenced for the opinion 
column in Issue 21 of this 
year’s Lunthorn.
Before you assume the 
Austin Chronicle speaks for 
the majority of Austin (and 
perhaps Texas — the home of 
“King George II’’) let me 
describe some of the other 
great information you can 
acquire from (as we call it) 
“The Chronicle.” My 
personal favorite is “News of 
the Weird" where you can 
read about the guy who lived 
for weeks with a nail lodged 
in his leg because he thought 
it was a splinter. It you are 
missing your last trip to Las 
Vegas and all of the "escort" 
ads, fear not. a fair share of 
the chronicle’s ad space is 
filled with adverts for 
‘professional massage’ and 
other just plain bizarre 
establishments. If you’re 
really lucky, the latest copy of 
this ‘weakly* published 
periodical will include an 
article on a local celebrity.
We are not talking about 
Sandra Bullock or perhaps the 
mayor, but instead none other 
than Leslie Cochran, our very 
own thong & fur coat wearing 
public activist
(hi t p: //w w w. aust i nch ionic I e. c 
om/issues/dispatch/2003-03- 
l4/pols_at large.html).
Maybe next week we can 
use The Enquirer as a source 
for the effects of social 
security reform on the 
nation's elderly aliens.
Todd L. van Rlaveren
The Original Celebrated
CURIOUSLY STRONG
Website
Lanthorn
.com
NET WT 1.76 OZ(50g)
download
s°up Menus
GVL STUDENT RESOURCES
Do we live in an emotionally 
toxic environment?
Sue Dilsworth
CCDC Pre-Doctoral Intern
With the New Year many of 
us have made personal 
resolutions. We may be 
exercising, eating healthier, 
seeking out positive 
relationships or studying 
more. Whatever you have 
chosen, best wishes for great 
success. There is nothing 
better than a supportive 
environment. Research has 
shown that people surrounded 
by positive communities have 
better physical and emotional 
health.
Unfortunately, not everyone 
has the luxury of a healthy 
supportive environment due 
to hateful verbal and non­
verbal harassment. “A hate 
incident is any act, including 
conduct, speech, or 
expression, in which biased 
motive is a clear contributing 
factor. Hate incidents do not 
have to include a criminal 
act” (National Center for 
Hate Crime Prevention, 
Education Development 
Center, Inc. 2004).
Falling victim to harassment 
is incredibly stressful. Stress 
is closely associated with 
depression, heart disease, 
obesity and high blood 
pressure, all of which are 
common in diverse 
populations. African 
American individuals have 
one of the highest incidences 
of heart disease. National 
Heart, Lung, and Blood 
Institute (NHLBL 1995). 
NHLBI reports, “More than 
25 percent of deaths in the 
Asian and Pacific Islander 
community and 20 percent of 
deaths in the American Indian 
community are caused by 
heart disease." People with 
disabilities also suffer from 
social stigmas that negatively 
affect quality of life (Noonan, 
et. al, 2004). Gay, Lesbian. 
Bisexual. Transgender and 
Questioning (GLBTQ) 
individuals have the highest 
incidence of suicide in the 
country. Over 90 percent of 
GLBTQ youth experience 
harassment when hearing the 
words, “faggot, dyke or 
queer" (US Department of 
Health and Human Services, 
2004). Research has shown 
that GLBT youth are more 
than four times as likely to 
skip school out of fear.
Ideally, the GVSU campus 
would be free of bigotry. 
Unfortunately, there is no 
such thing as a perfect world 
and there are students on our 
campus who experience 
harassment regularly. As 
such, diverse students should 
seek out a supportive 
environment (friends, 
teachers, groups, counseling 
center, community resources, 
residence halls, etc.). 
Sometimes silence is the 
safest alternative since 
speaking up can be 
dangerous. If you feel you are 
in danger, find a location with 
an Allies and Advocates 
sticker on the door; this 
indicates a safe place to 
express your concerns.
Maybe we should rethink
our new year’s resolutions. 
Maybe it is not enough to just 
think of our own needs. 
Maybe challenging ourselves 
to respect, admire and 
embrace the uniqueness of all 
individuals across campus 
will enhance the overall 
quality of life for everyone. 
Maybe the quality of our own 
life can be richer by
enhancing the quality of life 
for others.
If you need any additional 
assistance with the above 
mentioned issues, please 
contact the Counseling and 
Career Development Center. 
204 Student Set \ it ea 331 - 
3266
Downtown Housing
Beekman Management
2,3,4,5, Bedrooms 
Duplexes, Houses, 
& Apartments
15 properties available 
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Devos Center.
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Theater not for the weak
Theatre majors face 
many obstacles on path 
to success
By Forrest Karbowski
GVL A&E Editor
Amy Larink doesn’t 
remember the last time she had 
free time.
In the past year, Larink, a* 
senior at Grand Valley, has 
been set designer for the 
performance studio series, 
acted in “Bard to Go,” for the 
Shakespeare Festival, worked 
in the scene shop and directed a 
play, all while taking a full load 
of classes for her theatre major.
“I think you have to be 
mentally ill on some level to do 
it,” she said.
Larink and Mellissa Slack, 
another senior theatre major, 
are the student directors behind 
this weekend’s performances 
of “Fumed Oak” and “The 
Actor’s Nightmare.” For both, 
this will represent their first 
time directing a full-length 
show — and for both, this is a 
culmination of several years of 
sacrificing sleep and free time 
in the name of art.
Neither came to GVSU as 
theatre majors, but both were 
drawn in by their involvement 
in productions freshman year. 
Larink has been mostly 
involved with acting over the 
years, while Slack worked in 
stage managing. They began 
rehearsing every night for their 
current projects just after 
returning from winter break.
Now in the final week before 
the performance, Larink and 
Slack are still far from done. 
Directing is a new experience 
for both — one with many 
responsibilities.
“I have my hand in 35 cookie 
jars, and I don’t have that many 
hands,” Larink said.
Last weekend. Slack spent 
Sunday night helping strike the 
set for the GVSU Opera “Street 
Scene.” She left the theater at 
3 a.m. and spent the night
studying until going to bed at 5 
a.m. Normally, Slack works 
Mondays at 8:30 a.m. but she 
asked for the day off to recover. 
After her classes were over at 2 
p.m., she went back to the 
theatre until 12:30 a.m., when 
she went home to study until 4 
a.m. The next morning she had
said. “It really requires some 
sacrifice. In a way, it prepares 
them for real life theater.”
However, when push comes 
to shove, Slack said she is more 
willing to sacrifice her classes 
than the play.
“Once the play is done, you 
still have time to make up
as a performer or in a tech or 
design capacity. In addition, 
the student must write a paper. 
However, some students, like 
Larink and Slack, are involved 
in productions on a volunteer 
basis.
“We don’t get paid for it,” 
Larink said. “We don’t get
program’s April production of 
“Big Love,” which begins 
rehearsals next week. Neither 
were directly involved in last 
week’s “Street Scene,” but its 
performances sent their 
productions searching for 
alternate space to rehearse.
Jeff Baker, a sophomore
GVL / Sir*/.Cm*
Rehearsing: Amy Lamik and Ken Phelps rehearse an act from Shakespeare'sNffarminy Jason Coffey plays Henry in last week's GVSU Opera Theatre
Hamlet as part of the GVSU production of "Bard to Go" last fall
class at 8:30 a.m.
“Studying does not exist this 
week,” Larink said. “Unless 
you don’t want to sleep.”
Despite a rigorous schedule, 
both girls have managed to 
consistently make the Dean’s 
List; although this semester 
marks the first time either has 
taken classes credit-no-credit.
Karen Libman, associate 
professor of theatre at GVSU, 
said the theatre program’s 
philosophy is “academics come 
first.” Students on academic 
probation are not allowed to 
take place in a production.
“Being a theater student is a 
very good example of having to 
merge your curricular and co- 
curricular activities,” Libman
class,” she said. “ 
it came down to 
it, I would skip 
two days of 
classes to finish 
the production. I 
want to put the 
best part of me 
on stage through 
other people as I 
can.”
Theater
students have 
the option to 
earn credits for 
working on a
This week, if class credit
“Being a theater student 
is a very good example 
of having to merge your 
curricular and co* 
curricular activities. It 
really requires some 
sacrifice."
KAREN LIBMAN
show by taking GVSU ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
either CTH 198 
or 298, which BBBB
are worth one to 
three credits for participating
OF THEATRE
involved in
for it. The only 
thing we get is 
pure
experience.”
Along with 
“Fumed Oak” 
and “The
Actor’s
Nightmare,” the 
two directors 
have had to deal 
with three other 
shows this 
semester. Slack 
is directing a 
portion of 
Monday’s 
“Vagina 
Monologues,” 
and both are 
the theatre
vocal performance major, 
played the part of Mr. Easter in 
“Street Scene.” He said 
productions can often cause 
conflicts with classes or even 
his job.
“A lot of teachers and 
professors are aware of the 
time commitments you have, 
so if you’re exhausted from 
rehearsals, they understand,” 
he said.
Baker, who performed in last 
year’s production of "Guys and 
Dolls,” is also involved in the 
University Arts Choral and 
Men’s Varsity Choir at GVSU.
“It’s taxing, and it’s not easy 
by any means,” he said. “But 
the end result is so rewarding 
because you start out with
nothing. To be able to create a 
character and to make him 
three-dimensional is so 
rewarding, and it’s something 
I’ve loved ever since I was a 
kid.”
One obstacle any student 
dealing with theater has to keep 
in mind is the inability to 
schedule night classes, since 
most rehearsals and 
performances take place in the 
evening. Many end up taking 
early morning classes to fit in 
their requirements. Slack said 
her latest class ends at 5 p.m.
Added to the stress of 
sleepless nights are health 
concerns — both Larink and 
Slack are fighting off colds, 
and finding the proper nutrition 
can be a challenge.
“We need to go to Meijer and 
get hot pockets so we can eat 
on the run.” Slack said. “We’re 
popping Vitamin C pills.”
Both plan to continue on in 
theater after graduating in 
April. Larink recently 
auditioned for United Theater 
Professional Auditions in 
Memphis and had two call­
backs, while Slack plans to 
move to Chicago and become 
involved in a theater career 
there.
“To me. it’s my kid,” Slack 
said. “You take it away, and 
there’s part of you that’s 
missing. You love the chaotic 
schedule, you love what you’re 
doing. The love of the art pulls 
you in, and you can’t get away 
from it.”
“Fumed Oak” is a British 
comedy about a man who is 
wrangled into marrying his 
wife and spends 16 years 
saving up money to get away 
from her.
“The Actor’s Nightmare” is 
about a stranger who is pushed 
onstage to replace an ailing 
actor.
Both plays will be performed 
together at the Louis 
Armstrong Theater in the 
Performing Arts Center on Feb. 
11 and 12 at 7:30 p.m. with a 
Feb. 13 matinee at 2 p.m. 
Tickets cost $6.
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I’REGAME
GLIAC Men's 
Basketball Standings
North Division
Team GLIAC Overall
FSU 8-5 16-5
GVSU 8-5 15-7
M. Tech 6-7 13-8
NMU 5-7 10-11
SVSU 4-8 9-12
N'Wood 4-8 8-11
LSSU 3-9 7-14
South Division
Team GLIAC Overall
Findlay 12-0 19-2
Gannon 9-3 16-6
Hillsdale 8-4 13-9
Wayne St. 7-4 12-8
Ashland 3-9 9-12
Mercyhurst2-10 8-14
GLIAC Women's 
Basketball Standings
North Division
Team GLIAC Overall
LSSU 12-0 17-3
GVSU 12-1 18-4
M. Tech 11-2 17-5
FSU 7-6 9-13
NMU 4-8 11-9
SVSU 3-8 7-12
N'Wood 3-9 7-14
South Division
Team GLIAC Overall
Ashland 8-4 16-6
Hillsdale 6-6 15-6
Gannon 5-7 12-10
Findlay 3-9 9-13
Mercyhurst3-9 7-15
Wayne St. 2-10 5-16
Thursday at 
Lanthorn.com
USA Today sports 
columnist Christine 
Brennan spoke 
Wednesday night in 
Kirkhof about her 
role as a female in a 
field dominated by 
men.
Laker of 
the Week
Callistus Eziukwu is 
Laker of the Week after 
a productive string of 
games. Eziukwu scored 
a combined 38 points in 
last Thursday and 
Saturday’s games. 
Monday night against 
Ferris State University. 
Eziukwu recorded 
Grand Valley State’s 
first ever triple double in 
men’s basketball with 
25 points, 12 rebounds 
and a school record 
breaking 13 blocks.
Jennifer O’Shesky is 
named Laker of the 
Week for her 
performance at the 
Doug Raymond 
Invitational at Kent 
State University last 
Saturday. O’Shesky 
broke her own school 
record for the 60 
hurdles wtth a time of 
8.73. Her time placed 
her in second overall 
and was an NCAA 
qualifying time. She 
also placed 7th in the 
60-meter dash at 7.94
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
Track's individuals climb national ranks
By Sarah Hawley
GVL Staff Writer
Grand Valley State University’s 
Krista O’Dell ran her season best 
and now leads the nation in the 1- 
mile with a time of 4:51.43, at the 
Doug Raymond Invitational last 
Saturday.
In addition to O’Dell, four 
female athletes finished the 
weekend meeting national 
standards. In addition, both men 
and women relay teams hold spots 
in the top 10 of the nation. The 
women are first.
GVSU’s track and field teams 
split up again last Saturday to 
travel to Ohio for two meets. The 
Doug Raymond Invitational was 
held in Kent, Ohio and the 
Division II Challenge in Findlay, 
Ohio.
“At Kent State our women 
vaulters led the way performance-
wise." said head couch Jerry 
Baltes. “On the men’s side in the 
field events our 
| throwers | had a| 
couple of nice 
throws.”
In the women’s 
pole vault Rachel 
Duthler tied for 
third overall with 
Wichita State’s 
Jackie Brown and 
Miami of Ohio’s 
Surah Lundau 
with 11-11 3/4.
Lakers Bethany 
Hecksel and 
Lindsey Jones 
also tied for sixth 
place with 11-5 
3/4. All three 
Lakers hit
national standard marks.
In men’s shotput, Nick Natale 
finished in fourth with a toss of 
54-3 1/4. John Ybarra was right
“We need to make sure 
we are staying focused 
with a positive attitude 
and continue to work 
hard. If we do that, 
good things will happen 
for us down the road.”
behind with a mark of 53-8 1/2. 
“On the track we had some nice 
performances 
across the board.” 
Baltes said. “Jen 
O’Shesky broke 
her own school 
record and made a 
big jump up on the 
national rankings.”
In the women’s 
60-meter hurdles 
O’Shesky snapped 
a school record 
and finished 
second. She 
finished in 8.73 
seconds, which 
inched her higher 
in the national 
polls.
Karlie Singleton 
also broke a school record when 
she crossed the line at 10:03.22 in 
the 3.(HK)-nieter dash, placing her 
in second overall.
Kenny Coleman took the only 
first place finish for the Lakers in 
Kent. He finished the 4(X)-meter 
dash in 48.74, just .09 seconds 
ahead of Eastern Michigan’s Roy 
Shavers. In the 3,000 Ryan Cole 
raced in a time of 8:24.40, 
bringing in a third place finish.
The Division II Challenge at 
Findlay, Ohio yielded some strong 
results for the Lakers which put 
the women’s distance relay team 
at the No. 1 spot in national 
rankings, while the men’s team 
landed in the top 10. The women 
Lakers finished in third place 
overall, just behind Hillsdale and 
Indianapolis. The men’s team took 
fourth.
In the women’s distance medley 
relay. Grand Valley ‘A’ (Mandi 
Zemba, Kristen Kulczycki, 
Stephanie Kuhlman and O’Dell) 
placed first with a time of 
11:44.70. In the 1.600 relay, the 
women’s ‘A’ team took second
place with a time of 4:02.68.
Laura Ademian (10:50.67) led 
the Lakers with a second place 
imish in the 3,000. Three of her 
teammates clocked in behind her, 
tallying 15 more team points.
Toriey Stanton helped rake in 
points for the women’s field 
events as she placed third with a 
triple-jump of 31-4.
The men’s distance medley relay 
‘A’ team placed first in its event 
with a time of 20:06.53.
Kirk Manchip was the leading 
Laker in field events. He finished 
second in the long jump (21-10) 
and third in the triple jump (44-6 
3/4).
“We look for steady progress,” 
Baltes said. “Some will take 
longer than others, but we need to 
make sure we are staying focused 
with a positive attitude and 
continue to work hard. If we do 
that, good things will happen for 
us down the road.”
Lakers end 
weekend 
with win
By April Raynovich
GVL Staff 'Write/
The Grand Valley State University 
men’s basketball team hosted two 
te;uns from the Upper Peninsula last 
weekend and came away with a win 
and a loss.
The loss came at the hands of tin* 
Northern Michigan University 
Wildcats. The leakers dropped a 69- 
56 decision on Thursday. Feb. 3 at 
the Fieldhouse Arena.
NMU built a i()-point lead to end 
the first half with a 34-24 score. 
GVSU fought back in the second 
half and cut the lead to as little as 
four with 12:47 to play off of a Jason 
Jamerson 3-pointer. That was as 
close as the leakers would get as the 
Wildcats countered 
consecutive 
Jamerson treys with 
ones of their own.
NMU surmounted 
a seven point lead 
and held on to seal 
the victory.
GVSU shot just 
35.7 percent in the 
first half, building a 
deficit to overcome.
The Lakers shot a 
season-low 33.3 
percent from the 
floor and struggled 
from behind the arc, 
hitting just 2-of-16.
“They were a hot 
team coming in." said Laker head 
coach Ric Wesley. “They presented 
a problem with their two big guys. 
They played very good offensively 
and made good shots at gixxl times.”
Freshman center Callistus 
Eziukwu led the Lakers with 23 
points and 10 rebounds. Senior 
guard Courtney James added 14 
points.
Wesley looked to the lack of 
pnxluction from the team as a whole 
as a downfall.
“We had a number of guys not 
play well. We didn’t get good
pnxluction. Everyone seemed out of 
sorts ;uid couldn’t get a rhythm 
going,” Wesley said.
The Lakers a*bounded from their 
loss by Liking a 60-55 victory over 
the Huskies of Michigan Tech on 
Saturday, Feb. 5.
GVSU was up six points (31-25) 
to end the,first half and opened the 
second half with back-to-back treys 
from Jamerson and junior forward 
Jeff Grau/er to build a 12-point lead.
Michigan Tech had a 15-2 surge 
with just over 15;00 to play in the 
game and tixik a 45-42 lead.
James hit 3-of-4 crucial free 
throws in the final 0:12 to grab the 
victory.
“We did a gixxi job defending in 
the first half,” Wesley said. “Marcus 
| Wallace 1 held
| Josh | Buettner, a 
pre-season All- 
American, 
scoreless in the 
first half and that 
really set the 
tone.”
Eziukwu again 
led the team in 
scoring, putting up 
15 points, eight 
rebounds and five 
blocked shots.
Jnmes added 15 
points of his own. 
including seven in 
tlx.' last 2:42 of the 
game to close the 
deal.
Jamerson and Mike Hall added 10 
points in the win.
“We held them to just 31 percent 
shooting from the fkx>r on the ganx' 
and that always gives you a chance 
to win." Wesley said.
The Lakers will return to the 
hardwood tonight and Saturday 
afternoon as they play a pair of 
honx* ganxxs against Saginaw Valley 
State LIniversity (4-8. 9-12) and 
Lake Superior State University (3-9. 
7-14). CVL / l*slyn Gilbert]
Rejected: Sophomore Kyle Girhart gets his shot blocked by Michigan Tech's josh Buettner in the Lakers' 60-55 win Saturday. |
Women's basketball rolls over GLIAC foes
Tenacious D: GVSU'* Crystal Zick looks fix an open teammate against Michigan 
Tech's Sarah Stream in GVSU'* 6T-44 victory on Saturday.
By April Raynovich
GVL Staff Writir
The Grand Valley State women’s 
basketball team continued its 
domination of the Great Lakes 
Conference last week, posting two 
routs over Northern Michigan 
University (73-19) and Michigan 
Tech University (63-44).
On Thursday, Feb. 3 the leakers 
grabbed their 11th straight win over 
NMU (10-9. 3-8). The Wildcats 
jumped ixit to a 21-10 lead with 9:01 
to play in the first half when GVSU 
w ent on a nxinng 23-9 run to take a 
33-30 lead at the half on 10 points 
and seven relxxmds in 20 minutes 
from junior forward Niki Reams
“I think at the beginning we were 
giving them easy looks," said Laker 
Ix\k1 coach Dawn Plitzuweit. "Once 
you get on track offensively, then the 
tixigh shots get easier. We gave them 
really easy shots and needed to 
crank it up defensively to make their 
shots hxighcr "
They did just that w hen the Uikeis 
built a 19-point lead in the second 
half w ith just over four minutes to 
play ami w>ent ixt to win by 24.
Tlx leakers scored 30 points off of 
NMU turnovers and out-refxxmded 
the Wildcats 41-29.
Sophomore guard Erika Ryskamp
led the Lakers with 22 points, five 
assists and five rebounds.
Reams finished with a double­
double, recording 13 points, 10 
rebounds, three assists and two 
steals.
Freshman guard Crystal Zick 
added 12 points, six steals and three 
boards. while 
freshman center 
Rachael Willett 
scored 11 points 
iuid grabbed four 
rebounds.
The Lakers 
extended their 
winning streak to 
12 when MTU 
came to the 
Fieldhouse Arena 
on Sanirday. Feb.
5.
GVSU beat the 
Huskies (17-5, 11- 
2) sh<x>ting 48.9 percent from the 
floor, compared to MTU's 33.9 
percent.
The Lakers jumped exit to an early 
lead only to be answered by a 10-0 
Husky run with 5:29 to play in the 
half to give Tech a 16-13 lead.
GVSU ended the half with a 6-Q 
run of their own to take a 24-18 lead 
into the second half of play.
They opened the second half with
another run of nine unanswered 
points and built their lead to 23 with 
7:12 to play in the game.
GVSU held on to post the win.
“We knew Tech was well 
balanced and had a strong inside 
game. They have three of four 
guards who can create very well.”
Plitzuweit said.
Reams led the 
Lakers with 24 
points, eight 
rebounds, six 
assists, and three 
blocks. Ryskamp 
added 12 points and 
three rebounds, 
while sophomore 
forward Julia 
Braseth added 10 
points and five 
boards.
The Lakers will 
put their winning 
streak on the line once again when 
they return to action tonight and 
again on Saturday. Tonight the 
Lakers collide with Saginaw Valley 
State University (3-8,7-12) at home 
in the Fieldhouse. Saturday 
afternoon the Lakers will be tested 
against unmarked No. 6 ranked 
Lake Superior State University (12- 
0. 17-3) again at home.
“We gave them easy 
shots and needed to 
crank it up defensively 
to make their shots 
tougher.”
DAWN PLITZUWEIT
HEAD coach 
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GVSU's Shinsky receives award
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor
Associate professor of Grand 
Valley State University’s school 
of education. John Shinsky. was 
recently awarded the Duffy 
Daugherty Award from 
Michigan State University. The 
award recognizes .his 
accomplishments both on and 
off the field in hindsight of an 
impressive career with the 
Spartan football team.
Before Shinsky could display 
his physical strength on the turf 
for MSU, he first had to use his 
mental strength to survive 
humble beginnings within an 
orphanage in Lorain, Ohio.
‘‘I had 11 half brothers and 
sisters, some which were in 
trouble with the law at the 
time." Shinsky said. "My dad 
died when I was seven years 
old, and my mom had to make 
the decision as to what to do 
with me."
The decision his mother made 
was to put him in an orphanage 
until she was able to support her 
son.
"Two guys showed up one day 
and put me in a car to take me to 
the orphanage,” Shinsky said. 
"That’s the last I saw of my 
mom for a long time.”
Shinsky remained in the 
orphanage for four years, until 
he eventually was moved to a 
foster home in 
Cleveland, Ohio 
where his first 
chance at quality 
education was 
granted to him.
Shinsky attended 
Saint Joseph 
High School on 
scholarship. This 
was where 
Shinsky began 
his football
We ended up upsetting 
them [Ohio State] at 
Spartan Stadium and I 
was chosen as the AP 
Player of the week."
JOHN SHINSKY
career.
"Saint Joseph 
w as a good 
school," Shinsky 
said. "A lot of big names in 
sports went through that school 
like Clark Kellogg and 
Desmond Howard."
Out of Saint Joseph. Shinsky 
was recruited to play football 
for the Spartans. As a freshman
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
GVSU SCHOOL OF 
EDUCATION
he did not see a lot of playing 
time.
"No one ever started as a 
freshman at that time at 
Michigan State," Shinsky said. 
"I was fortunate to be able to 
have a starting spot in my next 
three years though."
Not only did 
Shinsky put in 
an extra effort 
on the field, but 
he also hit the 
books just as 
hard in order to 
continue his 
quest for
academic 
achievement.
His efforts paid 
off when he 
gained All- 
Academic status 
in his senior 
year, along with 
second-team All-Big Ten 
honors.
“1 was in an area of education 
and special education.” Shinsky 
said. "It was a very passionate 
interest of mine, so it wasn’t 
tough for me to work hard in the
classroom."
Looking back on the 
productive years with the 
Spartans, a few specific 
memories stick out in Shinsky’s 
mind.
“I’m from Ohio, and all I ever 
dreamed about was beating 
Ohio [State],” Shinsky said. 
"One year they were No. 1 in 
just about everything. We ended 
up upsetting them at Spartan 
Stadium and I was chosen as the 
AP Player of the Week.”
It was also through his career 
at MSU that he was reunited 
with his mother.
"I went back to try to meet my 
mother when I was 18 years 
old,” Shinsky said. "I arranged 
for her to see |me| play in the 
‘Green and White’ scrimmage. I 
ended up being the player of the 
game for the green side, and it 
was the first time I had seen her 
since I was eight.”
After his career at MSU, 
Shinsky had a definite 
opportunity to progress on into 
the NFL, but opted not to.
“At that point it was a regret," 
Shinsky said. "Now I look back
Award winner: GVSU Ass»x iate Professor |ohn Shinsky was awarded lor his on 
and off field production by Michigan State University.
and realize that it was the 
smartest move I ever made."
Shinsky’s former roommate 
Joe DeLamielleure continued to 
the NFL and was inducted into 
the Hall of Fame. In his 
acceptance speech,
DeLamielleure cited Shinsky as
an influence 
accomplishments.
"John was just an amazing 
guy.” DeLamielleure said in his 
speech from 2003. "He used to
~ "sEE SHINSKY, B3
Lakers battle Bulldogs
By April Raynovich
GVL Staff Writer
Traveling to any venue away 
from home never makes for an 
easy atmosphere in which to 
excel. Traveling to the home of a 
school rival puts the odds even 
further out of favor.
On Monday the Grand Valley 
State University women’s and 
men’s basketball teams took that 
challenge, traveling to Big 
Rapids to take on the Bulldogs 
of Ferris State University. The 
Lakers came away with a 
convincing victory and a 
devastating overtime defeat.
The GVSU women (18-4, 12- 
1) won their 13th straight game 
at the hands of FSU by defeating 
their nemesis 68-56. Their 
current win streak is the third- 
longest winning streak in Laker 
women’s basketball history.
GVSU came out strong to start 
the game and built . a 
commanding 33-19 lead at the 
break. The Lakers then came out 
to start the second half by
scoring nine unanswered points, 
to build their biggest lead of the 
game, 42-19. With the Lakers up 
by 23, the Bulldogs did not come 
within striking range the rest of 
the game.
“Any time you play Ferris you 
know it’s going to 
be a hard-fought 
battle,” said 
Laker head coach 
Dawn Plitzuweit.
“We both were 
playing our third 
game in five 
days. We were 
both just
battling.”
Sophomore 
guard Erika 
Ryskamp led the 
scoring surge, 
recording 19 
points, five assists and three 
steals in the victory. Four other 
Lakers scored in double digits 
on the night.
Freshman guard Crystal Zick 
added 13 points, six rebounds 
and five assists. Junior forward
Niki Reams added 12 points, 
senior Janine Guastella gave an 
II-point effort to go with her 
five assists and Julia Braseth 
tallied 11 points with eight 
boards.
The Lakers forced 33 Bulldog 
turnovers and 
recorded 19 
steals on the 
night.
"You have to 
be sound at 
what you do." 
Plitzuweit said. 
"We got away 
with some 
things in this 
game."
On the flip 
side of the coin, 
the Laker men 
(16-7. 8-5) did 
not breeze through their much- 
anticipated match for the Great 
Lakes Conference North 
Division lead.
GVSU rode the back of 
freshman center Callistus 
Eziukwu and his 25 points. 12
rebounds and 13 blocked shots, 
but fell short to FSU 76-75 in 
overtime.
" This was a great game," head 
coach Ric Wesley said. "It was 
close and hard fought. We had 
too many missed opportunities, 
too many turnovers and missed 
our free throws.”
The first half remained tight 
throughout and saw the score 
knotted at 35-35 to begin the 
second. The Lakers took a one- 
point lead at the 12:42 mark off 
a Marcus Wallace jumper and 
managed to build their lead to 
seven with 3:35 to play on a trey 
by Courtney James. FSU’s 
Carlton Epps, however, hit the 
game-tying basket at the buzzer 
to end regulation tied at 69-69.
The Bulldogs won the 
overtime battle when Dennis 
Springs hit a jumper with one 
second to play to take the 
victory.
Wesley realizes that there is no 
time to sulk in the defeat. "We
SEE BULLDOGS, B3
"Anytime you play Ferris 
you know it’s going to 
be a hard-fought 
battle."
RIC WESLEY
IIEAD COACH 
MEN S BASKETBALL
4
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The
Sports
Nation
Jayson Bi>ssa 
GVL Assistant Editor
Wanted: National 
Basketball Association- 
caliber head coach.
Job Description: Continue 
contending for the playoffs 
after a single year has 
dismantled the entire team, 
leaving it resting squarely on 
the shoulders of an injury- 
ridden super star that looks 
to call the shots.
Why in the world aren’t 
former NBA and top-notch 
collegiate head coaches 
jumping at the open position 
with the famed Los Angeles 
Lakers?
To understand why 
coaches everywhere aren’t 
exactly chomping at the bit 
to sit in the driver’s seat of 
the Lakers, it must be 
pointed out what big names 
in coaching have jumped 
ship due to the drama and 
stress that goes hand-in-hand 
with the Lakers.
Future Hall of Fame coach 
Phil Jackson seemed to be 
the only one that could ride 
the reigas of the beast as he 
stuck with the team for five 
seasons, winning three 
championship titles, until he 
finally decided it was time to 
bow out. What was 
Jackson's secret? The answer 
is quite clear: He had it easy.
It seems that its hard to 
argue with Jackson's 
cumulative record of 832- 
316. along with winning six 
championships during his 
nine years with the Bulls and 
three championships during 
his five years with the 
Lakers. The only thing 
Jackson is good at, however, 
is jumping on a talent-rich 
bandwagon. Jackson indeed 
led the Bulls to six 
championships. Oh, by the 
way. some guys named 
Michael Jordan. Scottie 
Pippen and Dennis Rodman 
helped a little, too. After the 
magic was gone in Chicago. 
Jackson went on hiatus. 
When talks sparked about a 
stacked lineup being formed 
in Los Angeles, Jackson's 
ears perked up and the 
‘greatest coach ever’jumped 
on the wagon again.
Naturally, when nearly the 
entire Laker team was 
picked apart. Jackson didn’t 
feel as though his chances 
were very good to win 
anymore, so back to hiatus 
he went. That’s when the 
real problems started for the 
Lakers.
Stripped of everything but 
super star and wannabe 
General Manager Kobe 
Bryant, the Lakers faced the 
daunting task of finding a 
coach to run the team that 
was notorious for off-the-
To read the rest of 
Sports Nation visit 
www.lanthorn.com
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Quick shot: Forward left Tejchma, a junior on the men's club hockey teams j>(k>s for a goal during the game against 
Bowling Green State University.
Hockey ices Bowling 
Green for first time
By Jayson Bissa
GVL Sports Editor
There is a first time for 
everything.
This weekend, the hockey club 
of Grand Valley State University 
made one of its firsts by beating 
Bowling Green State University’s 
club team both Friday and 
Saturday nights on home ice. On 
Saturday night, though, three 
periods were not enough to 
declare a winner.
“We haven’t beaten Bowling 
Green ever since I was coach,” 
said head coach Jason 
Zimmerman. “They are a gcxxl 
team, and it definitely was an 
accomplishment to sweep them in 
both games.”
The Lakers are nearing the end 
of the season with only one 
regular season game left. While 
the Lakers will continue on to the 
Great Lakes Intercollegiate 
Hockey Association playoffs after 
the season, they will be left out of 
the American Collegiate Hockey 
Association National Tournament.
“Our national bid is pretty much 
out of the picture right now,” 
Zimmerman said. “We still are 
itching to get another shot at 
Central Michigan, and we always 
play for pride."
TTie Lakers sit in third place in 
the GLIHA with a conference 
record of 4-4. Robert Morris 
College leads the conference with 
a perfect record of 8-0. The
Lakers’ overall record is 1I-16-1, 
which ranks them No. 11 in the 
Central region of the ACHA. In 
order to proceed to the national 
tournament, teams must be within 
the top four of their region.
With strong defense in power 
play situations, the Lakers 
defeated Bowling Green by a 
score of 6-4 in the first game on 
Friday night.
“I thought we did a better job of 
clearing the zone,” Zimmerman 
said. “In the past we’ve had 
problems protecting the lead."
Bow ling Green struck first in the 
first period with a quick goal, but 
the Lakers rumbled back with 
goals from Rick Lehman and 
Dean Watkins. Bowling Green cut 
the Laker lead down in the second 
period by adding a goal and 
knotting the score 2-2. Jeff 
Tejchma rounded out scoring in 
the second period, giving the 
leakers a lead they would protect.
Bowling Green managed to find 
the goal a couple times in the last 
periixl of play, but GVSU picked 
up its offense for the most 
productive period of the game. 
Bobby Janecyk and Mike Johnson 
scored for the Lakers as Jeff 
Stempin added an empty-netter to 
give the Lakers the 6-4 win.
“1 just think we were more 
determined this time,” 
Zimmerman said. “We used our 
speed better and controlled the 
puck dow n low.”
The Lakers’ productive offense
SHINSKY
continued from page B2
read hard. He didn't practice 
hard, he read hard.”
Currently, Shinsky serves 
GVSU’s school of education 
both as a professor and as 
chairman of leadership and 
human resources. He has
established an orphanage in 
Matamoros, Mexico and plans 
to establish another one in the 
same city.
“The most satisfaction is 
when I see kids benefiting 
from it.” Shinsky said. “I 
know it’s benefiting them, 
because I’ve been there.”
BULLDOGS
continued from page B2
have to keep our heads up 
and come back strong. We 
can’t dwell on it. We have to 
move on.”
Eziukwu’s triple-double was 
the first in GVSU school 
history and his 13 blocked 
shots set a new school record. 
Marcus Wallace finished the 
night with 13 points, while
Courtney James added II 
points, seven rebounds and six 
assists. Freshman Jason 
Jamerson scored 10 points in 
the loss.
While the Lakers were able 
to hold the edge in rebounding 
47-38, they struggled from the 
free-throw line, converting 
just 14-of-25.
GVSU is now tied at the top 
of the GLIAC North Division 
with Ferris State.
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carried over to the next night as 
they put in seven goals in an 
overtime victory.
Stempin gave the Lakers what 
seemed to he the final lead as he 
tlicked a goal in late in the third 
period. With 0:14 to go in the 
game. Bowling Green slapped a 
goal past Chris Moore to send the 
giune into overtime.
Overtime was short-lived, as 
Tejchma broke cleanly through 
the defensive line and scored the 
game-winning goal a mere seven 
seconds into the extra periixl.
"We gave up the goal with 14 
seconds left, and that’s never 
good.” Zimmerman said. "They 
had the momentum going into 
overtime Earlier in the year we 
might have given up. but we 
didn’t, and it shows how much we 
have grown.”
The Lakers will play their last 
home game Friday night against 
Minnesota Duluth, as they honor 
the seniors of the team.
“It’s always a good rivalry 
between Michigan and Minnesota 
teams,” Zimmerman said. "It’s an 
argument of what state’s teams 
should be ranked higher, so we’re 
hoping to prove something to 
them.”
Get cash for spring break with the click of a mouse. 
E-filing your state tax return is easy, fast, and there's 
nothing to mail. And, with Direct Deposit, your refund 
goes right to your financial institution, so you don't have to.
You may qualify for free e-filing.
For more information visit www.Mlfastfile.org.
www.Mlfastfile.org
Point Click File
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Jewish author to
Courtesy of lev Ripfueli
I Nationally recognized: Michigan writer lev Raphael s|)eaks at 
Grand Valley today.
speak about writing, coming out
By David Knapp
GVL Staff Writer
It telling your parents about 
your sexuality wasn’t hard 
enough, imagine telling your 
Jewish parents you are gay.
Lev Raphael, who is the author 
of a series of mystery books that 
take place in Michigan, will 
speak at Grand Valley State 
University today about how 
being a Jewish, gay author has 
“challenged and broadened’’ his 
writing and his life.
Raphael will give two 
presentations today. The first, 
“Mysteries of Writing, Writing 
Mysteries" will take place from 
2:30 p.m. to 3:45 p.m. The 
second. “Coming Out Twice: 
Journey of a Gay Jewish Writer’’ 
w ill take place from 7:30 p.m. to 
V p.m. Both presentations are 
free and take place in the Grand 
River Room in Kirkhof Center.
Raphael sends the message that 
it is okay to be who you are in 
any situation.
"I'm a child of Holocaust 
survivors," Raphael said. "I will
be talking about my unique 
inheritance as well as the role 
that dual identities has played in 
my life and career: Being Jewish, 
being gay. I hope to inspire 
would-be writers and encourage 
people to keep at it."
Milton Ford, adviser for Out 
’N' About on the GVSU campus, 
set up Raphael’s visit.
"1 was fortunate enough to 
have had the chance to meet Lev 
Raphael," Ford said. “It was not 
a question of him rather than 
someone else. This is an 
excellent opportunity for the 
members of the Grand Valley 
community."
Ford said he is excited for this 
nationally recognized Michigan 
writer to speak at GVSU. Four 
classes at GVSU are using his 
books as required classroom 
reading.
"As adviser to Out ‘N’ About 
and Faculty Liaison to the Dean 
of Students Office for GLBT 
Resources, I have an interest in 
the campus discussion of GLBT 
related topics.” Ford said.
One of the main reasons Ford
invited Raphael, he said, is 
because the writer often 
incorporates gay themes into 
other important popular topics. 
His mystery book series even 
incorporates a gay detective that 
attends "The State University of 
Michigan” in "Michiganapolis.”
Raphael said he always wanted 
to be a world-famous writer, but 
that he did not start out as one. 
Before writing, he co-taught a 
course at Michigan State 
University in the psychology 
department. Teaching at MSU 
lead to the publication of several 
of his b(X)ks directed at people 
with self-esteem and health 
issues. Raphael also published a 
book entitled “Coming Out of 
Shame," which is directed 
toward gay and lesbian readers, 
as well as their parents, friends 
and allies.
"My partner. Gershen
Kaufman, who is an
internationally famous
psychologist, and I thought this 
specific audience needed 
something specifically directed 
to them about fighting
internalized shame in a 
homophobic society,” Raphael 
said.
Homophobia is something 
Raphael said he can certainly 
relate to; however, he was gifted 
with acceptance from his family, 
something he said many do not 
receive.
The writer said he showed an 
interest in writing since grade 
school and never really grew out 
of that phase.
"My parents were very 
supportive of my career." 
Raphael said. “They encouraged 
my wide reading, taking creative 
writing courses and pursing a 
degree in Creative Writing. 1 was 
always in love with writing and 
story-telling from second grade.”
Since those early second grade 
years, Raphael has published 
over 15 books on topics ranging 
from homosexuality to mystery 
and psychology, and he’s not 
stopping anytime soon.
"Books call to you." Raphael 
said. "You can’t always predict 
what you will be*writing next.”
Performances the heart of 'Street Scene'
Opera’s plot lacks 
somewhat, but the 
student performances 
make it worth while
By Forrest Karbowski
GVL A&E Editor
Grand Valley’s recent foray 
into the world of opera, 
“Street Scene,” was an 
enjoyable show, mostly 
because the performance 
upstaged its material.
"Street Scene" takes place 
over two days in the life of 
several immigrant families on 
a New York block, in the 
midst of both a heat wave and 
the Great Depression. The 
various ethnic groups 
represented provided an 
interesting opportunity for the 
actors to display a wide range 
of accents — some of which 
were slightly off, but most hit 
the mark.
The plot focuses mainly on 
Mrs. Maurrant (Jacquelyn 
Davis), who is having an 
affair with Mr. Sankey (Shane 
Schanski), and is therefore 
the talk of the town — or, at 
least, the block. Equally 
important is Maurrant’s 
attractive daughter. Rose 
(Lucy Finkel). who is being 
wooed by her boss (Jeff 
Baker) while she really 
yearns for Sam (Douglas 
Blossom). Sam and Rose’s 
love is a tortured one. filled 
with furtive glances and 
secret declarations of 
affection. Unfortunately, over 
the course of the opera this 
love story comes to the 
forefront, leaving some of the 
more interesting interactions 
to be merely filler.
The ensemble cast featured 
a rich group of characters, 
each of whom has distinctive 
traits and quirks, no matter 
how small the part. Having 
such a well-characterized cast 
has its downsides, however; 
some of the most interesting 
characters are. sadly.
relegated to supporting roles. 
My personal favorite was the 
ever-present drunken bum 
who would stumble and dance 
at the edge of the stage while 
miming the characters’ words.
The first and most striking 
detail was the off-kilter set. 
which was skewed at an 
upward angle and featured 
windows hanging in the air 
without any walls. Perhaps 
the slant represented the 
uphill struggle of living in the 
Great Depression; perhaps the 
lack of walls symbolized the 
lack of privacy brought on by 
gossiping neighbors. 
Regardless, the effect was 
strong and set this production 
apart.
Some of the best songs were 
the quirky ones, like "Ice- 
Cream Sextet," in which the 
residents of the neighborhood 
all sing about their love of ice 
cream, or "Wouldn’t You Like 
to Be on Broadway,” in which 
Mr. Easter tries to convince 
Rose to run away with him. 
The more dramatic songs are 
hit-or-miss, with songs like 
the strong and foreboding 
"Let Things Be Like They 
Always Was" contrasting with 
songs like the dolorous and 
plodding "What Good Would 
The Moon Be?"
A few of the songs, 
however, are also gratingly 
atonal and are less than 
enjoyable. Although they may 
have been written that way to 
increase the tension, the off- 
key notes detract from the 
performance.
Key performances from a 
frighteningly jealous husband 
and father (C.R Mohrhardt) 
and the suspicious 
neighborhood gossip 
(Brieanne Roper) were 
entrancing, as were several 
very talented children who 
brought life to the second act 
with the childhood rhyme 
"Catch Me If You Can." 
Random vignettes like two 
drunken lovers cavorting 
through the streets also 
provided a much-needed
break from the monotonous 
depictions of the characters’ 
hardships and arguments.
The ending was needlessly 
maudlin, with no clear 
message or reason to it. As 
the old cliche goes, someone 
dies at the end of an opera —
and “Street Scene” is no 
exception. When death 
comes, it is not unexpected, 
but the lack of emotional 
buildup to the climax mutes 
the sorrow and horror that 
should be felt.
The tortured love story
quickly becomes tedious, 
although it floats along on the 
strength of the supporting 
characters. At the end, 1 
found myself wondering at 
the significance of what 1 had 
just seen.
Overall, “Street Scene” was
an extremely well-done 
production. It was lacking 
only in the original material.
“Street Scene" was 
performed from Friday, Feb. 4 
to Sunday. Feb. 6 at the Louis 
Armstrong Theater.
Bright Eyes discs offer variety
By AJ Colley
GVL Assistant Editor
Bright Eyes delivers again w ith 
its recent releases - I’m Wide 
Awake. It’s Morning and Digital 
Ash in a Digital Um - albums 
released separately but on the 
same day.
Both albums show off lead 
vocalist and songwriter Conor 
Oberst’s lyrical talent, delving 
into the usual emotional love 
song material, but also venturing 
into political territory — a First 
for Bright Eyes, but not for 
Oberst, whose band 
Desaparecidos is known for its 
political messages.
The two albums vary in more 
ways than they are similar, which 
makes the separate releases a 
logical move.
Wide Awake expands on 
traditional Bright Eyes material 
— folk rock, acoustic guitars, 
mandolin and Oberst’s raw. 
wavering vocals. Digital Ash 
provides a. well, digital sound. 
Utilizing synthesizers and 
mixing. Bright Eyes pulls off an 
electronic sound unlike any of its 
past material. While there may be 
acoustic guitars on some tracks, 
they are hardly recognizable
because of background noises 
woven into the music. *
In sharp contrast. Wide Awake 
is musically unsurprising for 
Bright Eyes, who have been 
known for simple acoustic guitar 
ballads. However, this album is 
more consistent and cohesive 
than past ventures. Songs 
compliment each other and sound 
as though they belong on the 
same disc, an accomplishment 
not often seen in past Bright Eyes 
works.
While Wide Awake is lyrically 
vague compared to past albums, 
it does have high points Tracks 
like "Lua” are reminiscent of 
Oberst’s traditional lyrics about 
the trials of love, but atkl a hint of 
sophistication to his songwnting.
"Lua" is the only track on Wide 
Awake Oberst performs by 
himself, w ith just his guitar and 
his voice. The lack of 
instrumentation anti lyncs paint a 
lonely picture, much like 
previous Bright Eyes songs
Emmylou Hams lends her 
vocals on a few tracks. .Hiding a 
smtxHh female voice that well 
compliments Oberst’s poignant, 
sometimes unstable vocals.
Hams appears on "Lnndkxked 
Blues." a typical Bright Eyes-
sounding track. Lyrics like "But it 
all boils down to one quotable 
phrase: If you love something 
give it away" are typical of 
Bright Eyes, but the song offers 
more sophistication than Oberst’s 
usual teenage-ballad lyrics, luiter 
in the song. Oberst criticizes 
freedom, calling it a "joke."
While I’m Wide Awake isn’t a 
surprise for Bright Eyes, it does 
offer something uncharacteristic 
of other Bright Eyes discs it 
doesn’t make the listener want to 
skip any tracks.
The album is magnetic - 
drawing the ear in early and 
keeping it interested through the 
last track. “Rtxul to Joy.” a 
political song in the tune of 
Beethoven's "(Xle to Joy."
Digital Ash provides a sharp 
contrast to Wide Awake — giving 
old fans something new and. 
perhaps, attracting an audience 
that had pigeon-holed Bright 
Eyes as a folk-rock band that 
writes nothing but lonely love 
songs.
Digital Ash iruikes the mind 
wander, not offering the 
consistency found in W'ide 
Awake.
The album starts slowly, but 
picks up at the Fifth track. "Take
it Easy (Love Nothing),” a song 
with energy that offers a 
disappointing love story that, as 
usual, pushes Oberst away from 
love. The song is the strongest on 
the album, showcasing Oberst’s 
lyrical style while mixing in a 
new music style.
After “Take It Easy." the album 
becomes addictive in its unique 
sound and passionate lyrics. 
Despite its lack of consistency, 
the album has more stand-out 
tracks than Wide Awake. Digital 
Ash’s tunes are difficult to forget. 
Wide Awake is more forgettable 
on a song-by-song basis.
At some points Digital Ash is 
overwhelming, with several 
sounds grasping for attention, but 
overall the experimental sound 
works for Bi ight Eyes.
Brigh1 F v . was right in 
releasing iL se albums on the 
same day - tlicy need each other. 
Although they sound completely 
different, each makes up for the 
other’s downfalls. Where Digital 
Ash lacks consistency. Wide 
Awake is consistent. Where Wide 
Awake doesn't have as many 
stand-out songs. Digital Ash has 
several.
Overall, these albums don’t 
disappoint.
^asssatmgmmmsss;
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Contrast and compare: Bright Eye's two new albums, I'm wide Awake, It's 
Morning and Digital Ash in a Digital Urn, provide two different sounds that 
compliment each other well.
CVl Photo Illustration / Christine Paries-Sctunv
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FILM
Film series celebrates Black 
History Month
The Big Screen Theater in 
Kirkhof will be showing the 
movie “Soul hood" in honor of 
Black History Month from Feb. 
13-20. “Soul Food” features 
Vanessa L. Williams, Vivica A. 
Fox, Nia Long and Irma P. Hall in 
a drama about a family held 
together by its Sunday meals until 
the matriarchal “Mama Joe” is 
hospitalized by diabetes. Inter­
family teasion threatens to break 
the family apart until Mama Joe’s 
grandson tries to reunite them. 
Directed by George Tillman, Jr., 
‘Soul Food” is rated R for some 
strong sexuality and language. 
Showtimes are 10 a.m.. 2 p.m., 5 
p.m. and 10 p.m. daily.
Documentary to raise 
awareness of human rights
Amnesty International will 
present a documentary on human 
rights in Latin America, with a 
discussion afterwards. The 
viewing and discussion will take 
place today from 9 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
in Kirkhof’s Pere Marquette 
room. For more information, 
contact Megan Hirtreiter at 
hirtreim@student.gvsu.edu.
MUSIC
Spoken word and music 
ensemble performs at GVSU
The group Grito Serpentino will 
perform NeoChicano spoken 
word and music today from noon 
to 1 p.m. in the Cook-DeWitt 
Auditorium. The perfonnance 
will feature hip-hop-influenced 
vocals over a diverse musical 
accompaniment combining 
elements of blues, ska. son 
jarocho and old school. Grito 
Serpentino has played in venues 
like Chicano Park, El Teatro 
Campesino, Galeria de la Raza 
and New York’s Lincoln Center.
Jazz show to follow Civil 
Rights discussion
A discussion led by Grand 
Valley history professor Dr. Craig 
Benjamin will examine the impact 
of jazz music during the Civil 
Rights movement. Faculty and 
local musicians will be a part of 
the discussion. A jam session will 
follow “Black Music, Black 
Power: The Response of Jazz 
Musicians to the Civil Rights 
Movement in the 1960s,” which 
takes place at 7 p.m. at the 
Loosemore Auditorium on Pew 
Campus.
ART
Artist lecture at Frederik 
Meijer Gardens
Chakaia Booker, an American 
sculptor, will give a lecture at the 
Frederik Meijer Gardens and 
Sculpture Park on Wednesday, 
Feb. 16 at 7 p.m. in support of her 
exhibit, which runs at the gardens 
through March 25. The lecture is 
free to the public on a first come, 
first served basis. The Frederik 
Meijer Gardens are located at 
1000 East Beltline in Grand 
Rapids. For more information, 
call Heidi Leestma, (616) 974- 
5225.
Ani goes mainstream with 'Knuckle Down'
By Dustin Walsh
GVL Staff Writer
“Knuckle Down” represents 
the 17th Ani DiFranco full-length 
album in 15 years.
Defining DiFranco becomes a 
difficult task, noting her many 
different styles and approaches. 
She is punk rock, folk and rock 
‘n’ roll. She has covered most 
genres, sometimes on a single 
release. "Knuckle Down” takes a 
step back from challenging the 
listener through different genres.
“Knuckle Down" is an 
aggressive acoustic record like 
many of her others, yet it is 
much simpler. The record relies 
on the voice of DiFranco rather 
than the power of the guitar. It is 
not tedious or word-ridden like a 
Dylan record, but comes very 
close.
The self-titled opening track is 
a typical DiFranco song, with 
fast-paced guitar and equally 
quick lyrics. This trend continues 
on tracks “Manhole,” "Sunday 
Morning” and “Lag Time.” Few 
songs stray from the atypical Ani
DiFranco back catalogue, 
however; DiFranco becomes her 
best when stretching her musical 
talents.
“Study Stones" utilizes a violin 
to bring the track to life. The 
vocals resemble a slower-paced 
Irish drinking song. “Seeing Eye 
Dog” is a beautiful rendition of a 
song that could have easily made 
a Tom Waits record. The track 
uses her calming voice to 
command the dark drum beats 
and slow picking of the guitar. 
Due to its lack of typical 
DiFranco, it becomes the 
strongest song on "Knuckle 
Down.”
“Callous” also uses obscurity 
to its advantage. Airy and 
plastered with tracking, the song 
has a quiet, yet full-bodied 
feeling. The xylophone is an 
excellent addition to the song.
Music and politics have 
become a staple in American 
pop-culture. DiFranco may have 
realized this taboo; she kept the 
politics to a minimum on 
“Knuckle Down.” "Paradigm" is 
the only track that really
embraces socio-political views. 
The upbeat nuance keeps the 
song fresh. DiFranco refrains 
from over-talking the track and 
lets the music give it a 
melancholy feel.
“Knuckle Down” has one pop 
song. “Modulation" uses the 
DiFranco of previous releases 
and puts a fresher spin on it. The 
track flows well and gives a 
breath to some of the 
androgynous tracks on record. 
The song is radio-friendly, and 
less breathy than the other tracks.
“Knuckle Down” represents 
Ani DiFranco’s departure from 
the counter-culture; she has 
created a more easily 
merchandised release. Although 
the album is solid and still 
embodies many of the DiFranco 
trademarks, it is much more 
mainstream than her previous 
releases. The unorthodox tracks 
on the record are the strong 
points that carry it.
"Knuckle Down” is an 
introspective album that will 
bring on new listeners and may 
turn oft old ones.
Tune up the IPod with new accessories
Accessories can deliver 
protection and 
versatility to barebones 
Apple iPods
By Matthew Pete
GVL Guest Writer
The iPod has matured into its 
fourth generation of Apple’s 
popular portable music player 
and was one of the hottest 
items over the holidays.
After all is said and done, 
some iPod owners may feel a 
little left out in the cold when it 
comes to lack of accessories 
that came with the player.
Many companies have come to 
fill the void in the rhythm­
beating heart of “iPeople” and 
supply iPod owners with the 
accessories they need to take 
full advantage of their player.
The iPod comes in pristine 
condition courtesy of Apple. To 
keep it that way, iPod owners 
can purchase an iPod Dock.
The dock is included with the 
40 gigabyte version and above 
but those who have an iPod 
Mini or 20 gigabyte version of 
the player were left out. The 
iPod dock measures at 3 inches 
by 2.25 inches and is glossed 
pearl white. There is a smaller 
version that can be purchased 
for the iPod Mini.
Both serve the purpose of 
keeping an iPod from laying 
flat on computer desks or 
tables. In the big picture, this 
can greatly reduce scratching 
the iPod and can limit the 
shock that occurs from placing, 
laying or throwing an iPod 
down in a hurry. Functionally, 
users can choose to use either 
the included USB or Firewire 
cable to charge an iPod through 
the dock. The iPod Dock for 
both versions retails at around 
$40.
Being that this is a college 
campus, one thing is for sure 
— many students love loud 
music every now and then. It 
flows in our blood to rock out 
to our favorite tunes with 
friends and if iPod owners 
would like to share their music 
with the rest of the campus, 
then a set of stereo cables 
should be used. These cables 
are constructed of a 2.5
millimeter headphone jack on 
one end with left and right 
stereo jacks on the opposite 
end. This allows the iPod to be 
plugged into any stereo 
receiver or shelf system with 
open stereo jacks.
These types of cables are 
easy to set up and can give the 
iPod a new dimension. 
Depending on retailer and 
brand, the stereo cables can run 
anywhere between $2.99 and 
$29.99. The higher the price 
will lead to better-sounding and 
longer-lasting cables.
Joggers and runners holding 
on to their desired music player 
until it drops right out of their 
sweaty palms is an all too
common sight at the 
Fieldhouse. Knowing that the 
iPod was going to be used in as 
many ways as possible, 
companies have looked at the 
use of an iPod in athletics. A 
company called DLO has 
released a case called the 
Action Jacket for iPods and 
iPod Minis. This case is made 
of a neoprene cloth constructed 
around a clear plastic face that 
protects the screen and gives 
access to the click wheel. The 
case comes with two 
attachments. One attachment is 
a clip for shorts or pants and 
the other is an armband that has 
a customizable fit. These cases 
generally run about $29.99.
A car adapter is an accessory 
no road trip junkie should live 
without. Having the ability to 
take the iPod in the car will rid 
a cluttered floor and seats of 
compact discs. The biggest 
attraction to a car adapter is the 
library of thousands of songs 
that can be played through any 
car radio.
A car adapter can come in 
two forms. The first is through 
the tape deck. Remember those 
tape adapters drivers use to 
play their portable CD players? 
The same adapter can be used 
for an iPod. This option gives 
the clearest sound possible for 
iPods on the go, but the car 
must be equipped with a tape
deck, which can be hard to find 
these days. The second option 
is any FM radio. Adapters have 
been made which allow the 
iPod to transmit songs through 
any unused radio station. One 
such product is the iTrip, 
created by Griffin. The iTrip is 
a small cylindrical adapter that 
fits snugly to the top of any 
iPod or iPod Mini. The iTrip 
has no cords and can transmit 
songs playing through the iPod 
to any radio station, preferably 
a radio station filled with static.
Tape deck adapters run 
around $9.99 while FM 
transmitters can run between 
$39 to over $99.
Rction Jacket
Created by 0L0, the Rction Jacket 
is aimed for those who want to 
be actiue while listening to music.
/
iTrip
Griffin released the iTrip as a 
deuice to transmit the songs in 
an iPod to be listenened to on 
any unused FM radio station.
iPod Dock 
The dock protects the iPod from 
scratches, transfers song files and 
also charges the iPod.
iCable
Monster is just one of the companies 
that released a set of cables so iPod 
owners can connect their iPod to any 
stereo input.
GVL Photo Illustration by Matthew Pete / Photos taken by Sara /. Cross
Pimp my pod: Many companies have released accessories for Apple's iPod with functions ranging from FM transmission to protecting the iPod.
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Conference on the Americas
educates and celebrates
Latin culture was 
explored through 
speeches and hands-on 
activities
By Dave Muller
GVL Staff Writer
The eighth Conference on the 
Americas took place at the 
Eberhard Center Feb. 3 through 
5, and sought to educate 
students, faculty and others 
about Latin American culture 
locally and globally.
The conference included 
several speakers, exhibits and 
information tables and 
performances before ending 
with a carnival dinner, dance 
and masquerade ball on 
Saturday night.
Russell Rhoades, an 
anthropology professor at 
Grand Valley State University 
and conference coordinator, 
said he thought the conference 
achieved its desired objectives.
“Probably our most important 
goal is to create an interface for 
the Grand Valley State 
University community and the 
community at large and to 
bring together from different 
service organizations,
academic institutions, students 
and teachers who are all 
interested in Latin America or 
the Americas ... and offer them 
a place for dialogue and 
exchange to share their 
experiences,” Rhoades said.
Rhoades said the turnout for 
the conference was favorable, 
and he was pleased with how 
involved the attendees were.
“I spent a lot of time 
watching people and saw a lot 
of interaction and engagement 
and the questions were very 
good at the talks,” Rhoades 
said. “We tried to reach out 
and, in terms of the outreach, 
we were very successful.”
One of the conference’s 
keynote speakers was David 
Sanchez Juliao, a professional
writer who spoke about youth 
globalization.
“Globalization is inevitable 
as a phenomenon ... and the 
problem is how we face the 
phenomenon, but continually 
how youth would face this 
phenomenon,” Juliao said.
He has written several books 
that have been translated into 
12 languages and recently won 
the National Award of 
Literature in Colombia with a 
novel that he said, “recovers 
Mexican and Colombian songs
and converts the plots of those 
lyrics into literature.”
Juliao said he was pleased 
with the reaction his 
presentation received.
“I was very happy to see that 
after the presentation of 45 
minutes we were discussing for 
about an hour the topics I had 
just designed in the 
presentation.” Juliao said.
Tina Greene, vice principal at 
Southwest Community Campus 
and one of the community 
planning members and
conference speakers, said she 
thought the conference was 
“absolutely fabulous,” but also 
said she would like to see more 
people who are “interested in 
embracing diversity in Grand 
Rapids” come to future 
conferences.
Students from Greene’s 
school were actively involved 
with the conference.
“At our school we emphasize 
two-way immersion, but are 
also very big on science and the 
arts, and so we brought some
art here that reflected many 
different Latino cultures,” 
Greene said. “But we also 
kicked off the conference with 
our dance troupe.”
The dance troupe called Arco 
Iris, which Greene said means 
“rainbow,” is intended to 
symbolize the diversity of the 
school. The troupe performed 
on Feb. 3 at the Cook DeWitt 
Auditorium.
Rhoades said he was glad to 
see many GVSU students 
involved with the conference in
the torm of student presenters 
and students from classes. He 
also said the conference 
created “a venue of exchange” 
for students, faculty, staff and 
administrators around a theme 
so that “we all get out of our 
offices and get out of our 
routines and start learning 
about each other.”
The conference is the only 
one of its kind in West 
Michigan. It began in 1992 
and is held every 18 months.
Cuttin' a rug: Faculty and members of the Latin community hit the dance floor at the eighth Conference on the Americas.
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Spacious Floor Plans
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" Included
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high speed internet,
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Lantoons Strhiuse but TrueGREEN BAY. Wis. (AP) - A Connecticut boy has been making 
gixxl use of his Christmas present.
Since opening the gift — a 
Green Bay Packers jersey with 
quarterback Brett Havre’s No. 4 — 
on Christmas Day 2003, 8-year- 
okl David Witthoft has worn it 
408 straight days.
“I just kept doing it for fun,” said 
Witthoft, of Ridgefield. Conn. 
“Some of the kids at school said. 
'You are weird’ and stuff. But I’m 
not sure when I’ll stop.”
Witthoft told the Green Bay 
Press-Gazette for a story in 
Sunday’s editions that he wants a 
Guinness Book of Records mark 
for the most consecutive days 
wearing a Packers jersey. No such 
record exists. Guinness officials 
said.
“David has a lot of 
‘sticktoitiveness,’” said his father 
Chuck Witthoft, who grew up in 
Milwaukee and has kept his 
allegiance to die Packers. “This 
wasn’t an idea of ours.”
The jersey isn’t holding up as 
well as the boy’s enthusiasm: The 
No. 4 has all but worn off and the 
seams are taking a beating as he 
grows.
“Just another typical die-hard 
cheesehead,” said Packers 
President Bob Harlan. “I hear 
from them all the time "
PROVIDENCE. R.I. (AP) - 
Perhaps it’s a sign of convicted 
former mayor Vincent "Buddy” 
Cianci Jr.’s currency: The Web site 
bearing his name is up for side.
John Ackerman, owner of 
VincentCianci.com, put the Web 
site up for sale on the online 
auction service e Bay on Saturday. 
There’s been one bidder so far. 
who offered the minimum $88.50. 
The auction ends Thursday.
Ackerman told The Providence 
Journal he decided to sell the 
domain because he thinks Cianci’s 
name recognition is fading. He 
added that he has lost money on 
the site.
The colorful Cianci was 
Providence’s longest-serving 
mayor. He is serving a five-year, 
four-month sentence in federal 
prison on a single count of 
racketeering conspiracy in 2002.
HOLLAND. Mich. (AP) - A 
man was fined $6(X) and put on 
probation for throwing an Egg 
McMuffin at a McDonald’s 
restaurant manager after he said he 
didn’t get what he ordered.
Scott Rodgers, 46, was 
convicted Thursday of 
misdemeanor assault and battery. 
Besides probation, he was 
sentenced to three days in a work 
program ;uid a fine and is banned 
from the McDonald’s.
Authorities said Rodgers and his 
6-year-old son stopped to get four 
Egg McMuffins with ham on Oct. 
9 but returned to the service 
window to complain that at least 
one of the sandwiches had 
sausage.
County prosecutor Craig Bunce 
said that when the shift manager 
asked him to give the sandwich
back, he threw it through the 
window at her.
"The manager was picking egg 
out of her hair,” he said.
Rodgers’ attorney said he did 
not throw the sandwich, but rather 
returned it quickly.
SHREVEPORT. La. (AP) - 
Add this to the many uses of duct 
tape.
Ark-Lu-Tex Narcotics Task 
Force agents and Caddo Parish 
sheriff’s deputies stopped a man at 
a Greyhound terminal Friday after 
they said he was acting 
suspiciously, sheriff’s
spokeswoman Cindy Chadwick 
said.
While being patted down for 
weapons, Charlie Ross told 
officers it was a back brace they 
felt around his chest — not nearly 
$55.(XX) in cash stuck to him with 
duct tape.
Ross, 50, was not able to 
produce a transaction receipt 
required under federal law for 
anyone carrying more than 
$10,(XX) in cash. Chadwick said. 
He also would not say where he 
got the money, so he was bxxiked 
with money laundering, she said.
Authorities learned later that 
Ross was a fugitive from Ouachita 
Parish.
WEST HOLLYWOOD, Calif. 
(AP) — Leaders in this 
community known for its 
progressive views are trying to 
ban cosmetic surgery — for pets.
Mayor John Duran intrixluced a 
motion Monday that would 
prohibit ear cropping, tail docking, 
debarking, defanging and other 
surgical pnKedures performed on 
animals for "noncurative” 
reasons.
Such procedures, supporters say, 
hurt the animals to satisfy their 
owners’ tastes. Already law in 
many European countries, the ban 
would be the first of its kind in the 
United States, Duran said.
West Hollywixxl already has 
laws forbidding cat declawing and 
designating its residents as pet 
guardians rather than pet owners. 
Last year, the city started requiring 
pet-grooming companies to 
supply their customers with fresh 
water and report injuries related to 
grooming within 24 hours.
“We recognize we have an 
opportunity to provide leadership 
on public policy,” said City 
Councilman Jeffrey Prang, who 
co-sponsored the motion. 
“Somebody always has to be first. 
Animal welfare is something West 
Hollywixxl feels strongly about.”
Darla Dorr has raised dogs for 
40 years and she rejects the idea 
that ear cropping is cruel.
Given proper care, the puppies 
are sixin “racing around the house 
as if nothing’s been done,” said 
Dorr, former president of the Los 
Angeles Doberman Pinscher 
Club.
If the measure passes, the city 
attorney will draft an ordinance 
that w ill become law 30 days after 
the City Council gives final 
approval.
GV Lanthorn SPORTS QUIZ
By Chris Richcreek
1. Prior to 2004. who was the 
last player before Sammy Sosa 
to lead the Chicago Cubs in 
homers for a season?
2. Name the last Minnesota
Twins pitcher before Johan 
Santana in 2004 (265
strikeouts) to record 200-plus 
strikeouts in a season.
3. When was the last time the 
Vanderbilt football team went 
to a bowl game?
4. Six players have made the 
All-NBA first team in each of 
their first seven seasons. Name 
them.
5. Mikka Kiprusoff of Calgary 
led the NHL in the 2003-04 
season with a goals-against 
average of 1.69. Who was No. 
2?
6. In 2004. only eight points 
separated NASCAR season 
champion Kurt Busch from 
runner-up Jimmie Johnson. 
What year had the next closest 
championship race?
7. Who won the men's French 
Open tennis singles title in
2004?
Answers
1. Ryne Sandberg led the Cubs 
with 26 homers in 1992.
2. Bert Blyleven had 215 
strikeouts in 1986.
3. It was the 1982 season, when 
the Commodores lost to Air 
Force in the Hall of Fame 
Bowl.
4. Elgin Baylor, Larry Bird, 
Tim Duncan, George Mikan. 
Bob Pettit and Oscar 
Robertson.
5. Minnesota’s Dwayne 
Roloson.
6. It was 1992, when Alan 
Kulwicki beat Bill Elliott by 10 
points.
7. Gaston Gaudio beat 
Guillermo Coria in five sets.
(c) 2005 King Features 
Synd.. Inc.
On the tip of 
your tongue: 
Trivia test
By Fin Rodriquez
1. SPACE: When did Skylab go 
into operation?
2. ENTERTAINMENT: What 
company did Stan Lee start in
1961?
3. LITERATURE: A book called 
"The Secret of the Old Clock” 
debuted which famous 
character?
4. HIGHER ED: Piscatology is 
the study of what?
5. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE: 
What was the name of the 
world’s first skyscraper?
6. LANGUAGE: Pontus
Euxinus is the Latin name for 
which body of water?
7. HISTORY: When was the first 
slave brought to the New World?
8. PRESIDENTS: Which U S. 
president declared his “War on 
Poverty” in 1964?
9. THEATER: Who wrote the 
screenplay for the 1964 movie
“What’s New. Pussycat?”?
10. GEOGRAPHY: Which U S. 
state lays claim to Unimak 
Island?
Answers
1. 1973
2. Marvel Comics
3. Nancy Drew
4. Fishing
5. Home Insurance Building
6. Black Sea
7. 1562
8. Lyndon Johnson
9. Woody Allen
10. Alaska
(c) 2005 King Features Synd.. 
Inc.
King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Stern discipli­
narian?
4 Prohibit
7 Settle a debt
12 “Eureka!”
13 Shock’s part­
ner
14 Obliterate
15 Baksheesh
16 Filled to the 
brim
18 Milwaukee 
product
19 Andrea Bocelli 
renditions
20 100 centesimi
22 CHI quintupled
23 Broadway 
debacle
27 Pump pur­
chase
29 Ass or zebra
31 Duck
34 Hypnotized
35 Script text
37 Recyclable 
item
38 Show gump­
tion
39 “Go, team!”
41 Safecracker
45 Custom
47 Chap
48 Spineless one
52 Resume
53 Like college 
walls
54 Sandra or 
Ruby
55 Shade
provider
56 to the 
Church on 
Time”
57 Nevada town
58 Turn red?
DOWN
1 “-Attraction”
2 Tex-Mex treat
3 Antic
4 Mexican 
peninsula, for 
short
5 Edgar and 
Hugo
6 Altered 
recording
7 Look-alikes,
idiomatically
8 Curve
9 Tie up the 
phone
10 Handle
11 - XING (road 
sign)
17 Macadamize
21 Nimble
23 Laugh-provok­
ing
24 Cover
25 Indivisible
26 Apiece
28 Commotion
30 Sine-non link
31 Toss in
32 Through
33 Galley imple­
ment
36 Seles com­
petitor
37 Swindle
40 Tolerate
42 Surround 
closely
43 With festivity
44 Folklore figure
45 Stevenson vil­
lain
46 People in gen­
eral
48 Leprechaun’s 
dance
49 Prior night
50 Torched
51 Moon vehicle
© 2005 King Features Synd.. Inc.
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Thursday. February 10
• 9:00 AM to MX) PM 
National City Cor]). Recruiting on 
Pew Campus for Commercial 
Banking Representative at 112B 
DeVos Center
• 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM 
Northwestern Mutual Financial 
Network recruiting on Pew 
Campus at 110B DeVos Center
• 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM 
Study Abroad Fair at Henry Hall 
Atrium
• 12:(X) PM to 1 :(X) PM - Grito 
Serpentino: Presentaton of a 
Culture at CDC Auditorium.
• 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM 
Anxiety Group at 204 STU
• 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM - 
Mastering Your Memory at 204 
STU
• 5:(X) PM - FREE FILM: Ray
What's on tap: GVSU Events Calendar
at Kirkhof
• 6:(X)PM — 12-Step Men Only 
Recovery Meeting at CDC 
Conference
• 6:(X) PM — 12-Step Recovery 
Meetings at CDC Conference
• 6:(X) PM — 12-Step Women 
Only Recovery Meetings at the 
Women’s Center
• 6:(X) PM - GVSU Women’s 
Basketball hosts Saginaw Valley 
State University at FLDHS Main 
Arena
• 7:00 PM - Black Music, 
Black Power: The Response of 
Jazz Musicians to the Civil Rights 
Movement in the 1960’s, at 
Loosemore Auditorium
• 8:(X) PM — Black History 
Month speaker Dr. Kiron K. 
Skinner at Gerald R. Ford 
Museum Auditorium
• 8:00 PM - GVSU Men’s 
Basketball hosts Saginaw Valley 
State University at FLDHS Main 
Arena
• 10:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Ray at Kirkhof
Friday, February 11
• 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM — Target 
Stores Recruiting on Pew Campus 
for Executive Team Leader, 
Assets Protection Team Leader, 
and Store Intern at DeVos Center
• 3:00 PM 
Meetings at 
Center
- 12-Step Recovery 
Kirkpatrick Living
• 5:00 PM - 
Ray at Kirkhof
FREE FLICK:
We Do Mondays 
Like No Place Else!
Enjoy a double order of 
chicken, sfeak or combo 
fajifas (enough for fwo) 
for jusf $11!
Frosfy, 10 02. Top Shelf 
or Caribbean Margarifas 
are only $2.*
GRANDVIUE
3700 RiYerTown Pkwy. 
ai RiverTown Crossings Mall 
^ 616-530-7483 .
I
T°*q° ~
Muaf be af leasf 21 years of age Fo consume alcohol 
* Offer valid every Monday ll arr)fo closfe
• 6:00 PM - Tibetan New Year 
Celebration at Kirkhof Center
• 8:00 PM to 10:00 PM - The 
Vagina Monologues at 
Performing Arts Center
• 10:00 PM - FREE CINEMA: 
Ray at Kirkof
Saturday, February 12
• 9:30 AM — Free practice 
graduate admissions exams at 
Mackinac Hall
• 1:00 PM -GVSU Women’s 
Basketball hosts Lake Superior 
State University at FLDHS Main 
Arena
• 3:00 PM - GVSU Men’s
The History Channel
• On Feb. 27, 1922, Secretary of 
Commerce Herbert Hoover calls a 
conference to allocate radio 
wavelengths. Lack of regulation 
meant that some 500 stations were 
broadcasting on the same
Basketball hosts Lake Superior 
State University at FLDHS Main 
Arena
• 5:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Ray at Kirkhof Center
• 7:00 PM — Noche Caliente- 
Dinner and Dance at Kirkhof 
Center RM 250 Grand River 
Room
• 7:30 PM to 1:00 AM - 
Student Directed One Acts - An 
Actor’s Nightmare & Fumed Oak 
at Performing Arts Center
• 10:00 PM - FREE FILM: 
Ray at Kirkhof Center
Sunday. February 13
• 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM - 
Odyssey- Session 9 at Kirkhof 
Center RM 204
• 5:00 PM - FREE CINEMA: 
Soul Food at Kirkhof Center
• 7:30 PM to 1:00 AM - 
Student Directed One Acts - An 
Actor’s Nightmare & Fumed Oak 
at Performing Arts Center
• 10:00 PM - FREE FLICK: 
Soul Food at Kirkhof Center
Monday. February 14
• 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM - Eyes 
Wide Open Bake Sale at Kirkhof
• 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM - 
Studying with ADHD at 204 STU
5:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Soul Food at Kirkhof Center
• 8:00 PM - Vagina 
Monologues at Louis Armstrong 
Theater
• 10:00 PM - FREE CINEMA: 
Soul Food at Kirkhof
Tuesday. February 15
• 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM - Eyes 
Wide Open Bake Sale at Kirkhof 
Center
• 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM - Career 
Planning and Decision-Making at 
204 STU
• 5:00 PM - FREE FLICK: 
Soul Food at Kirkhof Center
• 6:00 PM — 12-Step Recovery 
Meetings at CDC Conference
• 6:30 PM to 8:00 PM - 
Stryker Medical Employment 
Information Session in 205E 
DeVos Center on the Grand 
Rapids Pew Campus
• 9:00 PM to 10:00 PM - Relay 
for Life Team Captain’s Meeting 
at Loutit Lecture Hall 103
• 10:00 PM - FREE FILM: 
Soul Food at Kirkhof Center
Wednesday, February 16
• 8:00 AM to 8:55 PM - Bible 
Study/Discussion Group 
Catholic Campus Ministry at 
CDC Conference
Moments in time
wavelength before the conference.
• On Feb. 26, 1949, the Lucky 
Lady II, a B-50 Superfortress, 
takes off from Carswell AFB in 
Texas on the first nonstop round- 
the-world flight. The aircraft was 
refueled four times in the air by
NORTUTIE.LP
LAML4
2222 PLAINFIELD NE GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49505
(616) 363-0003
OHLY 3 MiL62i noRTh OF DownTown caMPUS
Tuesdays I WEDNESDAYS
9:30 to Midnioht
I^jThU^DaY^
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(SHOf t MCLUMD)
JUST .25 
A CAME!
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SI SHOES 
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SI HOT DOCS
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«l50/peR fftoes
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dOUR,!
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tanker planes and returned to the 
United States 94 holirs later.
• On Feb. 22, 1950, Walt 
Disney’s animated feature 
“Cinderella” opens. Based on a 
fairy tale by the Brothers Grimm, 
“Cinderella” featured enduring 
songs like “A Dream Is a Wish 
Your Heart Makes” and became 
one of Disney’s most beloved 
films.
• On Feb. 25, 1964, 22-year-old 
Cassius Clay shocks the odds- 
makers by dethroning world 
heavyweight boxing champ Sonny 
Liston in a seventh-round 
technical knockout. The dreaded 
Liston, who had twice demolished 
former champ Floyd Patterson in 
one round, was an 8-to-1 favorite.
• On Feb. 21, 1972, President 
Richard Nixon arrives in Beijing, 
the capital of the People’s 
Republic of China, on the first 
presidential visit to the world’s 
most populous nation. Given that
• 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
John Hancock Recruiting on Pew 
Campus for Sales, Financial 
Planning, and Marketing 
Representatives at DeVos center
• 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM - Arts 
at Noon Series. Eisenhower 
Dance Ensemble at Louis 
Armstrong Theatre
• 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM - Jump- 
Start Your Resume for Science 
Majors 206 Student Services 
Building
• 4:00 PM to 10:00 PM - 
African American Forum at 
Loosemore Auditorium, Pew 
Campus
• 5:00 PM - FREE CINEMA: 
Soul Food at Kirkhof Center
• 6:00 PM — 12- Step Recovery 
Meetings at CDC Auditorium
• 6:00 PM - GVSU Women’s 
Basketball hosts Northwood 
University at FLDHS Main Arena
• 7:00 PM — African American 
Forum at Loosemore Auditorium, 
Pew Campus
• 8:00 PM - GVSU Men’s 
Basketball hosts Northwood 
University at FLDHS Main Arena
•9:15 PM — Comedian: Shang 
at Kirkhof RM 250
• 10:00 PM - FREE FILM: 
Soul Food at Kirkhof Center
the United States had formally 
opposed China’s communist 
government since it took power in 
1949, Nixon was also the first 
president to visit a nation not 
recognized by the United States.
• On Feb. 24, 1988, the U.S. 
Supreme Court defends the right 
to satirize public figures, voting 8- 
0 to overturn the $200,000 
settlement awarded to the 
Reverend Jerry Falwell for his 
emotional distress at being 
parodied in Hustler, a 
pornographic magazine.
• On Feb. 23, 1997, NBC 
becomes the first network to 
broadcast a movie without 
commercial interruption. Ford 
Motor Company, which sponsored 
the broadcast of “Schindler’s 
List,” showed one commercial 
before and after the film.
(c) 2005 King Features Synd., 
Inc.
Top of the week: 
Top 10 movies
T R o P I
TANNING
fiI T A N
SALONS
TM
GVLUnlimited Tanning
Tan Now Until Friday 
March 7th
*2500
GVL
Expires 02/13/05 Must present coupon
With V.I.P. Membership
Expires 02/3/05. Must present coupon
FREE
Tanning for Members
ask us how
Get Your Tan On!!!
8407 Cottonwood
Jenison
616.457.0178
TOP TEN MOVIES
1. Coach Carter (PG-13) Samuel 
L. Jackson, Robert Richard
2. Meet the Fockers (PG-13) Ben 
Stiller, Robert DeNiro
3. Racing Stripes (PG) M. Emmet 
Walsh, Michael Clarke Duncan
4. In Good Company (PG-13) 
Dennis Quaid, Topher Grace
5. Elektra (PG-13) Jennifer 
Gamer, Goran Visnjic
6. White Noise (PG-13) Michael 
Keaton, Deborah Kara Unger
7. The Aviator (PG-13) Leonardo 
DiCaprio, Alan Alda
8. Lemony Snicket’s A Series of 
Unfortunate Events (PG) Jim 
Carrey, Meryl Streep
9. Andrew Lloyd Webber’s The 
Phantom of the Opera (PG-13) 
Gerard Butler, Emmy Rossum
10. Ocean’s Twelve (PG-13) 
George Clooney, Julia Roberts
(c) 2005 King Features Synd., 
Inc.
King Crossword —
Answers
See word 
games, B7
WWW.TROPITAN.BIZ &
We have opened reservations
Cottonwoo</
Forest
Apartments
In jenison (N<\ir Meijer)
Model Open:
Monday - Friday 1-5:30 I’M
Or call 457-371 4
www.cotlonwoodforestapts.com
"Your home away from home"
for the '05-'06 School Year.
Apartment Lease Reservations
Mow Available for Spring & Summer '05 & '05 - '06 school year 
5 units remain for each: June, July and August 
move-in dates.
Starting at $270.00/person
(based upon 2 person occupancy & one year lease)
Walk out 2 bedroom/1 bath 
Includes all utilities except electric 
Includes carport 
On-Site Laundry
On-Site management 
24-hour emergency services 
9 & 12 month lease options 
15 minutes from both GSU campuses
Application must be received in full by March 31,2005.
After which all applications will be reviewed on qualifying criteria and 
a 'first-come, first-serve basis'.
Accepted applicants will be notified of a guaranteed 
unit on or before May 15,2005.
Immediate Occupancy Also Available
Skiing,
Snowboarding & Tubing!
Rruv.-,
www.timberridgeski.com
1-800-253-2928
College Night Every Saturday!
6-10 pm
Party in Snowshoe ‘til 12 AMI I 
$10 Lift $10 Ski Rental
with college I.D.
1 5 Miles Northwest of Kalamazoo
I i
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Ad Rates for Students, 
Faculty and Staff
Classified rates for students, 
faculty and staff: First 20 words, $4 
minimum charge, then 15 cents per 
additional word, payable in 
advance.
To boldface, underline, italicize 
or capitalize words in your 
classified, add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad: $2.00 extra. 
Deadline is 10 a.m. Monday for that 
week’s issue.
Phone, Fax and Hours
Telephone 616-331-2460, or 
leave a message on our after- 
hours answering machine. Fax 
number is 616-331-2465. Office 
hours: 9-4, Monday through
Friday.
Standard of Acceptance
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
reserves the right to edit or reject 
any advertisement at any time and 
to place all advertisements under 
proper classification.
Advertising
Classifications
Automotive 
Birthdays 
Employment 
For Sale 
Housing 
Lost & Found 
Miscellaneous 
Notices 
Personals 
Roommates 
Services
Wanted
Commercial Rates
Classified word adsfirst 20 
words, $6 minimum charge, then 
20 cents per additional word, 
payable in advance. To boldface, 
italicize or capitalize words in your 
classified, add 10 cents per word 
To box an ad: $2.00 extra. 
Classified display rate is $8.75 per 
column inch.
Advertising Deadlines
The copy deadline for classified 
advertising is at noon on Monday; 
classified display advertising 
deadline is 10 a.m. Monday. Bring 
or send your copy to the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid in 
advance, thank you, until credit is 
established.
BIRTHDAYS
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell the 
world for just $3.00 (student pnang). 
Stop by the Lanthorn office, 100 
Commons, for more details, (tf)
EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDERS WANTED $250/day 
potential. No experience necessary. 
Training provided. Age 18+ okay. Call 
800-965-6520 ext. 226 (4/28)
LOVE TO PARTY—Exploding growth 
in health and fitness areas, fun office 
environment. Seeking 4 
sharp/outgoing individuals for part time 
hours. Call 616-554-1148 (1099) (3/3)
Part time Car wash attendant Cascade 
and Jenison Car Washes, 1st and 2nd 
shift, starting at $8 per hour. Contact 
Greg @ Cascade 942-5361. Contact 
John @ Jenison 4574540. (tf)
Make money taking online surveys. 
Earn $10-$150 for surveys. Earn $25- 
$250 for focus groups. 
www.cash4students.com/gvsu (2/24)
Make money around your school 
schedule. Set your own hours! 866- 
241-0527. (2/10)
Love To Party? International 
company looking for sport minded, 
outgoing, fun individual to help with 
expansion. Training available, flexible 
hours. (616)650-3258. (2/17)
Fully furnished 1 bedroom apartments 
includes all utilities, free high speed 
internet, 24 hour fitness center, laundry 
facilities, complimentary hot breakfast 
daily, and dinner (Monday through 
Thursday). Call 616-538-1100 x3003 
or email knsta.vantol@marriot.com for 
more details. (2/10)
JENISON TOWNHOUSE 2
Bedroom, 1 1/2 Baths, Washer/Dryer, 
central air, dishwasher, quiet, 667- 
1210,454-0754,457-3158. (2/24)
Attention Investors!! 2 Homes for 
Sale- 1 home near GVSU 
downtown campus and 1 home 
near Calvin College. Both are 
great as first time homes or 
rentals. Spacious and prices to 
sell! SELLERS WANT OFFERS!! 
Call Tracey, for info 616-378-0342 
(2/10)
Looking for subleasers male or female 
at Country Place/Hillcrest townhouses 
for this winter semester. Please call 
895-6006 for more info, (tf)
3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, laundry room, 
garage, 248-895-0307. (2/10)
Jenison Duplex for Rent with FREE 
INTERNET- Immaculate and beautiful 
3 bedrooms, 2 full bathrooms, 1600 sq. 
feet duplex with NEUTRAL COLORS, 
large kitchen, spacious living room, 
large laundry room, single stall finished 
garage, large office, brand new berber 
carpet, partially fenced wooded 
backyard, wooden deck, freshly 
painted walls, ceramic tile, large 
storage space, 2-story, on quiet cul-de- 
sac. FREE HIGH-SPEED WIRELESS 
INTERNET! Located less than 2 miles 
from 1-196 & 44th Street. All 
appliances included (even washer and 
dryer). No smoking and no pets. 
Ready for immediate move-in. Rent is 
$850/month. Security Deposit is 
$850.00. Utilities not included (except 
water). Call Matt at (616) 291-1887. 
(2/24)
SUMMER IN MAINE Males and 
Females, Meet new friends! 
Travel! Teach your favorite activity: 
Tennis, Swim, Canoe, Sail, Water 
ski, Kayak, Gymnastics, Nanny, 
Silver Jewelry, Ropes, Costumer, 
Office, copper Enameling, English 
Riding, Land sports and more. 
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls: 1- 
800-9974347,
www.tnpplakecamp.com. (4/7)
Real Estate Sales local real estate 
team seeks real estate partner. Sales 
experience preferred salary position 
with bonus and benefit. Please call 
616-669-9595 ext. 19 for more 
information. (2/10)
HOUSING
Great Student Homes. 2-5
Bedroom Houses. Remodeled 
throughout GR. $800- 
$1200/month. 913-9004 or
www.american-realty.net
(4/21)
Two Female Roommates to share 
house in Coopersville. Rent is $400 
including utilities. Call Jadyn for more 
information at (616) 901-8900. (2/10)
Female roommate wanted to share 3 
BR house in NW GR. Close to DeVos, 
has laundry. $350/month including 
utilities. Call Carol at 331-7451 or 363- 
1891 (2/17)
WANTED: 1 to 2 sub-leasers for 
over the summer. Nice clean 
affordable townhouse.
Washer/Dryer, dishwasher, own 
bedroom, and own bathroom. Call 
Chnsti at 248-798-3147 or Laura 
at 517422-7193 (tf)
Take a tour of our website and find your 
new college home, www.american- 
reafty.net 913-9004. (4/21)
LOST & FOUND
Lost and Found ads are FREE for the 
first insertion!! 25 words maximum. 
Email lanthom@gvsu.edu
ANNOUNCEMENTS
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY 
packages starting at $600- you keep 
negatives! Spedalizing in outdoor and 
creative poses. Call Wendi Curtis 616- 
364-9753. (2/10)
Computer Repair - Low pridng and 
fast service on most makes of PC’s.
TROUBLE GETTING A LOAN? 
NEED FINANCIAL HELP?
ALL CREDIT WELCOME!
AVCORP Enterprises
TOLL-FREE (888) 513-6973
LSAT GMAT GRE MCAT DAT OAT PCAT
How would 
you score?
Take a Free practice test at 
Kaplan's Test Drive and find out.
Feb. 12
Mackinac Hall, Allendale Campus 
Tests start between 9am-10am
Call or visit us online today to register!
KAPLAN
1 -800-K AP-TEST 
XF kaptest.com/testdrive
Test Prep and Admissions
•Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
ACSMICRO - 953 Leonard NW. 9AM- 
6PM MON-FRI (2/10)
Bahamas Spring Break Cruise 5 Days 
$299! Indudes Meals, MTVu Celebnty 
Parties! Panama City, Daytona $159! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco $499! 
Award Winning Company! 
SpringBreakTravel.com 1-800-678- 
6386 (2/24)
"Zero" to "Babe”...in Just 30 Days!
New system gets rid of fat and trims 
your body! Call now and listen. Free 
information! 1-888-293-9337 For info 
call 735-9441 (2/17)
Wedding Photographer - GVSU Grad 
Student, has 4 y ears expenence with 
a company, going on his own. $600- 
$900. You can keep the negatives. Jim 
-(616)235-7201 (2/10)
Spring Break 2005 w/STS, Amenca s 
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring 
campus reps. Call for group discounts. 
Info/Reservations 1-800-6484849 
www.ststravel.com (2/17)
Self-Employed? Trying to 
establish a small business? 
Need starting capital? We can 
help with mortgage, debt 
consolidation, Call toll free 
877-791-1384 (2/17)
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun, 
Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahamas, & 
Florida. Best Parties, Best Hotels, 
Best Prices! Group Discounts, 
Organizers Travel Free! Space is 
limited! Book Now & Save! 
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com.
(2/24)
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a National 
Leadership and Honors Organization
•Early Bird SpectoU 
•Bargain Matinees
- f-
Student Oise
For tickets and showtimes visit
cinemark.com
While there regider to receive FREE showtime no emoil1
CINEMARK-GRANDVILLE
Rivertown Crossings Mall 616-532-3731 K
with over 45 chapters across the 
country, is seeking motivated students 
to assist in starting a local chapter (3.0 
GPA Required). Contact Rob Miner, 
Director of Chapter Development at 
rminer@salhonors org. (2/17)
NOTICES
READERS CAUTION
Ads appearing on this page may 
involve a charge for phone calls, 
booklets, information, CODs, etc. 
Reply with caution, (tf)
Student Organizations
The Grand Valley Lanthorn offers 
student organizations to promote 
themselves through free 
announcements published as Club 
Notes in the Laker Life section. E-mail 
your information, 150 word limit, to 
lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)
PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love ’em. Wish a 
friend good luck. Lift someone's spint. 
Put it in writing. Make it public. 
Lanthorn Personals are a great way to 
let someone know you care. Call 616- 
331-2460 for more information.(tf)
Writers
Get published and get paid. The 
Lanthorn is seeking essays, very short 
stoned, poetry and opinion columns 
that relate to campus issues and 
themes. Humor pieces especially 
wanted. E-mail the editor at 
editonal@lanthom.com (tf)
News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthorn editonal 
staff appreciates your news tips and 
story ideas. Please help us make news 
available to the public. E-mail your tip 
to lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)
FREE Pregnancy Testing
awesome
Options (616) 667-2200
567 Baldwin in Jenison (across from Meijer/Fazolis) 
MAT 2 - 5 PM, W 10 -1 PM, TH 6 - 9 PM
All jeevLee* free lx confidential
www. awesomeoptions. com
Magnum Tattooing Inc.
=APT Member®
=CiH's Largest Selection of Quality Body Jewelry®
=Professional Body Piercing=
=Quality Custom Tattooing®
=Award Winning Artists®
Magnum Tattooing Inc
. . 231? S. Division _ _ . ,
Open 7 days a week Grand (Lipids Open 7 da>s a weck
$20 Piercing 616-245-1880 $20 Piercing
WWW.MAGNUMTATTOO.COM
Jacket Inn
Wednesday night is 
Cheap Date Night
Build Your Own Burger)) $1.59 
French Fries» $.39 
Draft Beer»$.65
and more!
Yellow
HOME OF THE PINK DRINK
12011 Lake Michigan Drive 
6 Miles West of Campus
846-2301
____
A Time 
Of Growth 
And You Can't 
Accept It V
« i A
\
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Affordable!
Students-45°o discount* 
Faculty-33°o discount*
Trouble with Love?
Valentine’s Da^Ttps
Call 616-94a4|g2
Test your gender knowledge & Take The Quiz at
www.marlenelathrop.com
•Discounts are tor t hour counseling session
all (Park Ttoral
]
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Weddings, Funerals, Church, Flowers, Holidays, Custom Design, 
Interior,Decorating and Special Occasions.
Fresh and Silk arrangements, Glftware and Balloons.
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Skare your heart this Valentine's Day 
witk keautiful flowers, candy and 
kalloons. We kave specials in every 
price range.
Call for delivery: Country Greenery hloral & Gift
616-997-8525
1.800-922-2074
362 Hast Street . Coopersville
Residence
Inn
Harriott
3451 Rivertown Point Court, SW 
Grandville, Ml 49418 
Telephone: (616)538.1100 
Toll Free: 800. 331. 3131 
www. marnott.com/GRRRW
(Approximately 10 mile, from the CVSU campu.)
GVSU Preferred Rates - Ask for special
DISCOUNTS WHEN MAKING RESERVATIONS
24-Hour Marriott legendary Quality Service 
All Suite Hotel with full kitchens In every room 
Complimentary hot breakfast buffet 7 day* a week 
Complimentary dinner served Monday through Thursday 
Outdoor heated pool, ape and sports court 
Exercise facility available 24-hour, a day 
Free High Speed Internet Access 
On-Site guest laundry facility 
Complimentary grocery .hopping service 
The Market — 24 Hour pantry acce.s 
Marriott Reward, program 
Pet. are welcome — ask for details
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W&VelOeer!
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Get flowery far your yweetheart
thCyVcdertUieydayl i $5
1
Discount on Orders over | 
Candy-Card^-Flowery-Stuffled/AnisMaly 1 ££$30 with coupon |
I
10% off with student ID for the Month of Febuaryfll
OTTO'S Dimn £r TAKE OUT
[ Located on the corner of 48th Ave. and Lake Michigan Dr. in front of the Sleep Inn • 616.895.1234 1
Late Night Drink Specials 9-12 am Everynight 7-12 am 
$3.99 Pitchers 
Coors Light$2.99 Munchie Specials 8-12 am
Tuesday Night Karaoke
9 pm to 1 am $1.25 Marteens longnecks $2.25 20 oz. Domestic Drafts
VALENTINE’S DAY
DINNER FOR TWO
$26. 05 includesappetizer
Spinach Artichoke Dip or 
Breadstick
Dessert special
RASPBERRY BROWNIE SUNDAE
! Valentine’s Day Drinks]
VUR KIND a
STYLE
Remember your Sweetheart!
Purchase any gift box worth $23 or more 
at Godiva Chocolatier and have a chance
to win:
52 pairs of Manolo Blahnik Shoes 
52 boxes of Godiva Chocolate 
and a trip to New York for two
Plus, 100 runners-up will win 4 pairs of Manolo 
Blahnik Shoes and 8 boxes of Godiva Chocolate
Valentines Day is February 14th!
RiyerTown
— C—
Gatyan's Trading Co * JCPenney * Kohl's * Marshall Field s * Sears * Younkers 
44th St /Ri\*rTown Parkway Between Wilaon & Ivanrest 
616-257-5000
www nvertowncromngs com
